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On the Adams isomorphism
for equivariant orthogonal spectra

HOLGER REICH

MARCO VARISCO

We give a natural construction and a direct proof of the Adams isomorphism for
equivariant orthogonal spectra. More precisely, for any finite group G , any normal
subgroup N of G , and any orthogonal G –spectrum X , we construct a natural
map A of orthogonal G=N –spectra from the homotopy N –orbits of X to the
derived N –fixed points of X , and we show that A is a stable weak equivalence if
X is cofibrant and N –free. This recovers a theorem of Lewis, May and Steinberger
in the equivariant stable homotopy category, which in the case of suspension spectra
was originally proved by Adams. We emphasize that our Adams map A is natural
even before passing to the homotopy category. One of the tools we develop is a
replacement-by-�–spectra construction with good functorial properties, which we
believe is of independent interest.

55P42, 55P91

1 Introduction

In his seminal paper [1] Frank Adams proved the following surprising result. Suppose
that X is a finite pointed CW-complex on which a finite group G acts cellularly and
freely away from the base point. Think of X as an object in the equivariant stable
homotopy category, ie consider the equivariant suspension spectrum †1X . Then in
the stable homotopy category there is an isomorphism between the derived G–orbits
and the derived G–fixed points of †1X , even though unstably X G is just a point. The
derived G–orbit spectrum of †1X is just †1.X=G/; the definition of the derived
G–fixed point spectrum is more delicate, but in the free case it is identified by Adams’s
result. As a consequence there is an isomorphism between the G–equivariant stable
homotopy groups of X and the nonequivariant stable homotopy groups of the orbit
space X=G .

Adams’s theorem was generalized by Lewis, May and Steinberger [13] from suspension
spectra to arbitrary ones, and became known as the Adams isomorphism. A precise
statement is formulated in Corollary 1.8.
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The purpose of this paper is to lift the Adams isomorphism from the stable homotopy
category of spectra to a natural weak equivalence in the category of orthogonal spectra.
This is the content of our Main Theorem 1.7. The need for a construction of the Adams
isomorphism that is natural before passing to the homotopy category arises, for example,
in connection with Farrell–Jones assembly maps for topological cyclic homology of
group algebras, because assembly maps cannot be defined in the homotopy category.
This application is explained at the end of the introduction.

Equivariant orthogonal spectra are a modern model for equivariant stable homotopy
theory. They were introduced and studied extensively by Mandell and May in [17] and
play an important role, for example, in the work of Hill, Hopkins and Ravenel [11] on the
Kervaire invariant problem. The paper [11] also contains extensive foundational material
on equivariant orthogonal spectra, and Schwede’s lecture notes [20] are another excellent
resource. We review the foundations of the theory in Sections 2–6, emphasizing the
point of view of orthogonal spectra as continuous functors. We exploit this functorial
point of view not only to clarify some fundamental constructions, but also to develop
new tools.

The main new tool is a replacement-by-�–spectra construction with good functorial
properties. In order to explain this we introduce some notation and terminology. Here
and throughout the paper we let G denote a finite group. We refer to real orthogonal
G–representations of finite or countably infinite dimension simply as G–representations.
G–representations form a topological G–category L

G
with morphism spaces L.U ;V/

given by not-necessarily-equivariant linear isometries, equipped with the conjugation
G–action; see Sections 2 and 3. We denote by SpG the topological G–category of
orthogonal G–spectra, and define G–universes and ��–isomorphisms as usual; see
Sections 4 and 5. An orthogonal G–spectrum is called good if the structure maps are
closed embeddings (see Definition 5.5), and it is a G-�–spectrum if the adjoints of the
structure maps are G–weak equivalences (see Definition 5.11).

We emphasize that SpG is defined without reference to the choice of a universe. How-
ever, we use universes to construct replacements by G-�–spectra, and this replacement
construction depends functorially on the choice of a universe, before passing to the
homotopy category. This is the content of the following theorem, which is proved in
Section 8.

Theorem 1.1 For any orthogonal G–spectrum X and any G–representation U , there
exists an orthogonal G–spectrum QU.X/ together with a natural transformation
r W X !QU.X/ such that:
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(i) The assignment
.U ;X/ 7!QU.X/

extends to a G–functor L
G
�SpG! SpG which is continuous in each variable.

(ii) If X is good then r W X !QU.X/ is a ��–equivalence.

(iii) If X is good and U is a complete G–universe then QU.X/ is a G-�–spectrum.

(iv) Given another finite group � and a group homomorphism ˛W �!G there is a
natural �–isomorphism

res˛ QU.X/
Š
�!Qres˛ U.res˛ X/:

We refer to Q as a bifunctorial replacement construction. The notation is inspired
by the traditional use of the letter Q for the �1†1 construction for spaces; see eg
Carlsson [4, Section 2]. Notice that part (i) of Theorem 1.1 implies the following
corollary; we think of the maps (1.3) as change of universe maps.

Corollary 1.2 For any orthogonal G–spectrum X and for any pair U and V of
G–representations there is a G–map of orthogonal G–spectra

(1.3) ˆU;V W L.U ;V/C ^QU.X/!QV.X/

such that, for all G–representations U , V , and W , the diagram

(1.4)
L.V;W/C ^L.U ;V/C ^QU.X/ L.V;W/C ^QV.X/

L.U ;W/C ^QU.X/ QW.X/

id^ˆU;V

ı^ id ˆV;W

ˆU;W

commutes, and the composition

(1.5) S0
^QU.X/

i^ id
���! L.U ;U/C ^QU.X/

ˆU;U
���!QU.X/

is the canonical isomorphism, where i is the inclusion of the identity.

The bifunctorial replacement is a key step in our construction of transfer maps in
Section 11 and of the Adams map in Section 13. To formulate our main theorem we
need some more terminology. Let N be a normal subgroup of the finite group G .
We denote by F.N / the family of subgroups H of G such that H \N D 1, and let
EF.N / be the universal space for F.N /. We say that an orthogonal G–spectrum X

is N –free if the projection

(1.6) EF.N /C ^X !X
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is a ��–isomorphism; compare Mandell and May [17, Definitions IV.6.1(ii) (page 69)
and VI.4.2 (page 100)]. For an orthogonal G–spectrum X the symbols X=N and XN

denote the naive N –orbits and the naive N –fixed points, defined by applying levelwise
the corresponding constructions for spaces; see Section 6. No fibrant nor cofibrant
replacement is hidden in the notation and in our setup there are no change-of-universe
functors.

Main Theorem 1.7 Let G be a finite group and N be a normal subgroup of G . Let
U be a complete G–universe. Then for any orthogonal G–spectrum X there is an
equivariant map of orthogonal G=N –spectra

AW EF.N /C ^
N

X !QU.X/N

such that:

(i) A is natural in X .

(ii) If X is good and N –free then A is a ��–isomorphism.

We call A the Adams map. We emphasize that A is natural even before passing to
the stable homotopy category. Moreover, A is defined for all orthogonal G–spectra,
even without the N –free and good assumptions, and without any fibrancy or cofibrancy
assumptions. Main Theorem 1.7 is proved in Section 14.

In the special case N DG , the universal space EF.G/ is just EG , the universal cover
of the classifying space of G , and the Adams map is a natural map of nonequivariant
orthogonal spectra

AW EGC ^
G

X !QU.X/G :

In the general case, after forgetting the G=N –action the source of the Adams map
is the N –homotopy orbits of X considered as an orthogonal N –spectrum; see also
Lemma 5.13(iv). In fact, resN�G EF.N /DEN and

res1�G=N

�
EF.N /C ^

N
X
�
Š
�
resN�G.EF.N /C ^X/

�
=N ŠENC ^

N
resN�G X :

If X is good then QU.X/ is a G-�–spectrum ��–isomorphic to X by Theorem 1.1(ii)
and (iii), and therefore the target of the Adams map is the derived (also known as
categorical, as opposed to the naive or geometrical) fixed points of X .

From Main Theorem 1.7 one recovers the classical Adams isomorphism as follows.
Mandell and May construct in [17, Section III.4, pages 47–51] the stable model structure
on the topological category of orthogonal G–spectra SpG . The weak equivalences are
the ��–isomorphisms, the fibrant objects are the orthogonal G-�–spectra, and cofibrant
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implies good by Lemma 5.10(i). We denote by HoSpG the corresponding homotopy
category and by Œ�;��G the morphism sets in it. By [17, Theorems IV.1.1 (page 59)
and IV.2.9(iv) (page 63)] HoSpG is equivalent to the stable homotopy category of
G–spectra in the sense of Lewis, May and Steinberger [13].

Now let N be a normal subgroup of G and let U be a complete G–universe. Then
there is also a different stable model structure on SpG , which we call the N –trivial
stable model structure, where the weak equivalences are the UN-��–isomorphisms, ie
the maps inducing isomorphisms of the homotopy groups defined as in (5.3) but with U
replaced by UN . Notice that we follow the point of view explained in [17, paragraph
before Theorem V.1.7, page 76], and we consider two different model structures on the
same category, instead of changing also the underlying category.

Corollary 1.8 Let G be a finite group and N be a normal subgroup of G . Let U be a
complete G–universe. If an orthogonal G–spectrum X is cofibrant in the N –trivial
stable model structure and the projection prW EF.N /C ^X!X is a weak equivalence
in the N –trivial stable model structure, then in the stable homotopy category of G=N –
spectra there is an isomorphism

(1.9) X=N
'
�!QU.X/N :

Moreover, for every cofibrant G=N –spectrum Y there is an isomorphism

(1.10) ŒY ;X=N �G=N Š Œp�Y ;X �G ;

where pW G!G=N denotes the projection.

Corollary 1.8 was originally proved by Lewis, May and Steinberger [13, Theorem II.7.1,
page 97], and not just for finite but also for compact Lie groups. In the special case
when G is finite and X D †1X is the suspension spectrum of a finite N –free G–
CW-complex X , it was proved by Adams [1, Theorem 5.4, page 500]. Mandell and
May [17, Chapter VI, pages 88–100] prove that the equivalence recalled above between
the homotopy categories of orthogonal G–spectra and G–spectra in the sense of [13]
respects orbits and fixed points, and then use this to “transport the Adams isomorphism,
which is perhaps the deepest foundational result in equivariant stable homotopy theory,
from G–spectra to [. . . ] orthogonal G–spectra” [17, first paragraph of Section VI.4,
page 99]. We emphasize though that they transport the Adams isomorphism only into
the stable homotopy category of orthogonal G–spectra, whereas we realize it as a map
of orthogonal G–spectra that is natural even before passing to the homotopy category,
and that is defined for all spectra.
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Proof of Corollary 1.8 from Main Theorem 1.7 The proof relies on three Quillen
adjunctions proved in [17]. The assumptions imply that the projection pr is a weak
equivalence between cofibrant objects in the N –trivial stable model structure. It
follows that applying any left Quillen adjoint to pr produces a weak equivalence
between cofibrant objects. We use this observation twice.

First, by [17, Proposition V.3.12, page 81], taking N –orbits gives a left Quillen adjoint
(to p� ) from the N –trivial stable model structure on SpG to the usual stable model
structure on SpG=N . Therefore pr induces a ��–isomorphism

(1.11) EF.N /C ^
N

X !X=N

of orthogonal G=N –spectra.

Second, by [17, Corollary V.1.8, page 77], the identity is a left Quillen adjoint (to itself)
from the N –trivial to the usual stable model structure on SpG . Therefore X is N –free
according to the definition in (1.6), and X is cofibrant also in the usual stable model
structure, and so in particular X is good by Lemma 5.10(i). Then Main Theorem 1.7
applies and the Adams map

(1.12) AW EF.N /C ^
N

X !QU.X/N

is a ��–isomorphism of orthogonal G=N –spectra. The isomorphism (1.9) is then
given in the stable homotopy category of G=N –spectra by (1.11) and (1.12).

Finally, by [17, Proposition V.3.10, page 81], taking N –fixed points gives a right
Quillen adjoint (to p� ) from the usual stable model structure on SpG to the usual
stable model structure on SpG=N . This adjunction, together with (1.9) and the ��–
isomorphism X !QU.X/ from Theorem 1.1(ii), implies (1.10).

We end this introduction by explaining our main motivation for this work. The Adams
isomorphism plays an important role in the theory of topological cyclic homology, as
we proceed to explain. Suppose that A is a ring or a ring spectrum, and fix a prime
number p . Topological cyclic homology at p is defined as

TC.AIp/D holim
R;F

THH.A/Cpn ;

where THH.A/, topological Hochschild homology, is an orthogonal S1–spectrum,
and for any integer n� 1 there are maps

F W THH.A/Cpn
! THH.A/Cpn�1 and RW THH.A/Cpn

! THH.A/Cpn�1

between the underlying fixed point spectra, with Cpn denoting the finite cyclic group
of order pn seen as a subgroup of S1 . Moreover, there is the cyclotomic trace map
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trcW K.A/! TC.AIp/ from the algebraic K–theory spectrum of A to topological
cyclic homology. The cyclotomic trace has been used very successfully for computations
of algebraic K–theory; see for example Bökstedt, Hsiang and Madsen [2] and Hesselholt
and Madsen [10].

An essential input for TC computations is the fundamental fibration sequence, that
identifies the homotopy fiber of R with

ECpn
C
^

Cpn

THH.A/I

see for example Hesselholt and Madsen [9, Proposition 2.1, page 33]. The key step in
this identification is the Adams isomorphism. Using the results of this paper we can lift
the fundamental fibration sequence from the stable homotopy category to the category
of orthogonal spectra.

In joint work with Lück and Rognes [15] we compare via the cyclotomic trace the
Farrell–Jones assembly map in algebraic K–theory to the assembly map in TC, and
prove new rational injectivity results for both assembly maps. We refer to Lück and
Reich [14] for a comprehensive survey of assembly maps and isomorphism conjectures.
Since the assembly maps are constructed by taking homotopy colimits over the orbit
category, it is essential that the fundamental fibration sequence, and therefore the Adams
isomorphism, is natural before passing to the homotopy category, because homotopy
colimits and hence assembly maps cannot be defined in the homotopy category.

Structure of the article The main new results are contained in Sections 7 through 15.
The bifunctorial replacement Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 8 after some preparations
in Section 7, and some important consequences of it are established in Sections 9 and 10.
Sections 11 and 12 discuss the construction and properties of transfer maps, using the
bifunctorial replacements of the previous sections. All these tools come together in the
final three sections, which are devoted to the Adams isomorphism. The Adams map
is constructed in Section 13, where also part (i) of Main Theorem 1.7 is established.
Part (ii) is then proved in Section 14, and a shortcut in the proof in the special case
when N DG is explained in Section 15.

In Sections 2 through 6 we review the foundations of equivariant orthogonal spectra.
Experienced readers might skip these sections and refer back to them only when needed;
we draw their attention in particular to Remark 3.6, where our departures from the
notations and conventions of Mandell and May [17] and Hill, Hopkins and Ravenel
[11] are explained, and to Definition 5.5 and Lemma 5.10 about good and almost good
orthogonal spectra. For less experienced readers, on the other hand, in these initial
sections we make explicit and collect in one place several facts that we rely upon and
that are scattered (sometimes less explicitly) in the existing literature.
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2 Conventions

We begin by fixing some notation and terminology. We denote by T the category
of pointed, compactly generated, and weak Hausdorff spaces (see eg [7, Section 7.9,
pages 186–195] and [21]), which from now on we simply refer to as pointed spaces.
Given pointed spaces X and Y we write T .X;Y / or map.X;Y / for the pointed
space of pointed maps from X to Y . With respect to the smash product, T is a
closed symmetric monoidal category, with unit object S0 . We refer to categories
and functors enriched over T as topological categories and continuous functors. For
the basic definitions about enriched categories see for example [16, Section VII.7,
pages 180–181].

Everywhere in this paper G denotes a finite group. A pointed G–space is a pointed
space equipped with a continuous left action of G fixing the base point. We de-
note by T G the topological category whose objects are all pointed G–spaces and
with morphism spaces T G.X;Y / the subspaces of T .X;Y / consisting of the G–
equivariant maps. Endowing the smash product with the diagonal G–action, S0

with the trivial action, and T .X;Y / with the conjugation action, the category T G is
closed symmetric monoidal. A topological G–category is for us a category enriched
over T G , and a continuous G–functor is a T G–enriched functor. Pointed G–spaces
also form a topological G–category, that we denote TG , with morphisms the pointed
G–spaces TG.X;Y / D T .X;Y / of not-necessarily-equivariant maps. Notice that
obj T G D obj TG and T G.X;Y /D TG.X;Y /

G .

3 Thom spaces of complement bundles

Throughout this paper the expression G–representation refers to a real, orthogonal G–
representation of finite or countably infinite dimension, always equipped with the colimit
topology from the finite-dimensional subrepresentations. Given G–representations U

and V , we denote by L.U;V / the space of all linear isometric maps, endowed with
the conjugation action of G and with the subspace topology

L.U;V /� L.U;V /C � T .U;V /:

We denote by L
G

the topological G–category with objects the G–representations and
with morphisms the pointed G–spaces L.U;V /C . We let Lfin

G
be the full subcategory of
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the finite-dimensional representations, and isoLfin
G

the subcategory of all isomorphisms
in Lfin

G
. We often use the symbols U;V; : : : for finite-dimensional representations,

and U ;V; : : : for infinite-dimensional ones. Given a G–representation U we denote
by P.U/ the poset of all finite-dimensional G–subrepresentations of U ordered by
inclusion, and we consider it as a discrete subcategory of Lfin

G
.

The finite-dimensional G–representations also form another topological G–category
with respect to bigger morphism G–spaces, the Thom spaces of certain bundles that
we now proceed to explain. Let U and V be finite-dimensional G–representations and
set k D dim V � dim U . If k � 0 let Grk.V / be the Grassmannian of k–dimensional
subspaces of V , equipped with the obvious G–action. Consider the map

cW L.U;V /!Grk.V /; f 7! V �f .U /;

where V � f .U / denotes the orthogonal complement of f .U / in V . Clearly, c is
G–equivariant. Now define �.U;V / to be the pullback along c of the tautological
k–dimensional G–vector bundle over Grk.V /. More explicitly,

�.U;V /D f.f; v/ 2 L.U;V /�V j f .U /? vg;

where the projection �.U;V /! L.U;V / is just the projection onto the first factor,
and the G–action sends .f; v/ to .gf .g�1�/;gv/.

Definition 3.1 Given finite-dimensional G–representations U and V , define

Th.U;V /D Th.�.U;V /! L.U;V //

to be the Thom space of �.U;V /, ie the quotient of the fiberwise one-point compact-
ification of �.U;V / where all the points at infinity are identified and taken as the
base point.

Notice that Th.U;V / is a pointed G–space. The zero section of �.U;V / gives a
pointed G–map

(3.2) z D zU;V W L.U;V /C! Th.U;V /;

which is a homeomorphism if and only if k D 0. In the case where k < 0, then
L.U;V /D∅ and Th.U;V /D pt.

In the special case where U � V is a G–subrepresentation of V the fiber of �.U;V /
over the inclusion i W U ! V is V �U , and therefore we obtain a pointed G–map

(3.3) aD aU�V W S
V�U

! Th.U;V /
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with a.0/ D z.i/, where SV�U denotes the one-point compactification of V � U

pointed at infinity. More generally, given finite-dimensional G–representations U

and V , the fiber of �.V;U ˚ V / over the G–isometry i W V ! U ˚ V , v 7! .0; v/,
is naturally isomorphic to U via the map u 7! .i; .u; 0//, and therefore we obtain a
pointed G–map

(3.4) aD aU;V W S
U
! Th.V;U ˚V /:

Given finite-dimensional G–representations U , V and W , composition of isometries
induces a G–map of bundles

ıW �.V;W /� �.U;V /! �.U;W /; ..g; w/; .f; v// 7! .gf;wCg.v//

and therefore a G–map

(3.5) ıW Th.V;W /^ Th.U;V /! Th.U;W /:

The composition maps in (3.5) are associative and unital, where the identity in Th.U;U /

is given by .idU ; 0/D z.idU /.

Thus we get a topological G–category ThG whose objects are the finite-dimensional
G–representations, ie obj ThG D objLfin

G
, and morphisms pointed G–spaces Th.U;V /.

The identity on objects together with the zero section maps z in (3.2) defines a con-
tinuous G–functor zW Lfin

G
! ThG . We write ThG for the topological category with

obj ThG
D obj ThG and morphism spaces ThG.U;V /D Th.U;V /G .

Remark 3.6 A warning about notation is in order here. Our category isoLfin
G

is
denoted IG in [17, Definition II.2.1, page 32], whereas ThG is denoted JG in [17,
Definition II.4.1, page 35] and in [11, Definition A.10, page 144]. Notice also that in the
notation IG or JG of [17] there is an implicit choice of indexing G–representations;
see [17, Definition II.1.1 (page 30) and Variant II.2.2 (page 32)]. For us, isoLfin

G
DIA`̀

G

and ThG D JA`̀
G

.

In the special case where G is the trivial group, we omit G from the notation, and write
L and Th for the corresponding topological categories. By considering every finite-
dimensional inner product space as a trivial G–representation, we obtain a continuous
functor

(3.7) �W Th! ThG ;

which can be thought of as the inclusion of the full subcategory of the trivial G–
representations. We introduce the notation Thtr

G for the category Th when viewed as
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a topological G–category with trivial G–action on the morphism spaces. Then the
functor in (3.7) becomes a continuous G–functor

(3.8) �W Thtr
G! ThG :

This notation may seem overkill, but it is useful later when discussing naive and
nonnaive orthogonal G–spectra (see Theorem 4.12) and change of group constructions
(see Section 6).

We conclude this section with some important properties of the category ThG that are
often used later.

Lemma 3.9 (untwisting and composition) For all finite-dimensional G–representa-
tions U and V there are untwisting G–homeomorphisms

untwW Th.U;V /^SU Š
�! SV

^L.U;V /C;

which are compatible with composition, ie for all finite-dimensional G–representations
U , V and W , the diagram

(3.10)

Th.V;W /^ Th.U;V /^SU Th.U;W /^SU

Th.V;W /^SV ^L.U;V /C

SW ^L.V;W /C ^L.U;V /C SW ^L.U;W /C

id^ untw

ı^ id

untw

untw^ id

id^ı

commutes.

Proof The untwisting homeomorphism comes from well-known properties of Thom
spaces, because

Th.U;V /^SU
Š Th.�.U;V /˚U /Š Th.V /Š SV

^L.U;V /C:

Here U and V denote the trivial bundles with fibers U and V over L.U;V /. The
second isomorphism is induced from the vector bundle isomorphism

�.U;V /˚U
Š
�! V ; ..f; v/;u/ 7! vCf .u/:

Thus the untwisting homeomorphism is given by

untwW Th.U;V /^SU
! SV

^L.U;V /C; .f; v/^u 7! .vCf .u//^f:

Using this explicit formula it is easy to check that diagram (3.10) commutes.
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Lemma 3.11 The assignment

�˚�W ThG � ThG! ThG ; .U;W / 7! U ˚W

extends to a continuous G–functor given on morphisms by

Th.U;V /^ Th.W;Z/! Th.U ˚W;V ˚Z/; .f; v/^.g; z/ 7! .f ˚g; .v; z//:

Moreover, when U D 0 and W DZ , the diagram

(3.12)
Th.0;V / Th.0˚W;V ˚W /

SV Th.W;V ˚W /

o

�˚idW

o

aV;W

commutes, where aV;W is defined in (3.4). If U is a G–subrepresentation of V , then
the diagram

(3.13)
Th.U;V / Th.U ˚W;V ˚W /

SV�U SV˚W �U˚W

�˚idW

aU�V

Š

aU˚W�V˚W

commutes, where the vertical maps are defined in (3.3) and the bottom horizontal
isomorphism is the evident one.

Proof This is immediate after unraveling the definitions.

4 Orthogonal G –spectra

Definition 4.1 (orthogonal spectra) An orthogonal G–spectrum X is a continuous
G–functor

X W ThG! TG :

We emphasize that a continuous G–functor X W ThG! TG consists of a pointed G–
space X.U / for any finite-dimensional G–representation U , together with pointed
G–maps

(4.2) Th.U;V /! T .X.U /;X.V //; .f; v/ 7!X.f; v/

for every pair of finite-dimensional G–representations, satisfying associativity and
unitality axioms. Notice that by adjunction the maps (4.2) can equivalently be described
by pointed G–maps

(4.3) �U;V W Th.U;V /^X.U /!X.V /; .f; v/^x 7! .X.f; v//.x/
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and in this adjoint form the associativity and unitality axioms state that, for all finite-
dimensional G–representations U , V and W , the diagram

(4.4)
Th.V;W /^ Th.U;V /^X.U / Th.V;W /^X.V /

Th.U;W /^X.U / X.W /

id^�U;V

ı^ id �V;W

�U;W

commutes, and the composition

S0
^X.U /

a^ id
���! Th.U;U /^X.U /

�U;U

���!X.U /

is the canonical isomorphism, where aD aU�U is the inclusion of the identity defined
in (3.3).

Example 4.5 (sphere and suspension spectra) The sphere G–spectrum is the orthogo-
nal G–spectrum S W ThG! TG that sends a finite-dimensional G–representation U to
its one-point compactification SU , and with the maps (4.3) defined as the composition

Th.U;V /^SU untw
���! SV

^L.U;V /C
pr
�! SV :

The commutativity of diagram (4.4) follows from the compatibility of untwisting and
composition; see diagram (3.10) in Lemma 3.9. More generally, for any pointed
G–space X the suspension G–spectrum †1X is defined analogously, sending U

to SU ^X .

Definition 4.6 (structure maps) Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum. Given finite-
dimensional G–representations U and V , define the structure map �U;V to be the
composition

(4.7) �U;V W S
U
^X.V /

aU;V ^ id
������! Th.V;U ˚V /^X.V /

�V;U˚V

������!X.U ˚V /;

where aU;V is the map defined in (3.4). Moreover, if U is a G–subrepresentation
of V , define the internal structure map �U�V to be the composition

(4.8) �U�V W S
V�U

^X.U /
aU�V ^ id
�������! Th.U;V /^X.U /

�U;V

���!X.V /;

where aU�V is the map defined in (3.3).

Remark 4.9 (alternative definition of orthogonal G–spectra) Given an orthogonal
G–spectrum X , the internal structure maps (4.8) satisfy the following conditions:
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(i) For all finite-dimensional G–representations U � V �W , the diagram

SW �V ^SV�U ^X.U / SW �V ^X.V /

SW �U ^X.U / X.W /

id^�U�V

Š^ id �V�W

�U�W

commutes.

(ii) For all finite-dimensional G–representations U the map

�U�U W S
0
^X.U /!X.U /

is the canonical isomorphism.

Notice also that, by restriction along

isoLfin
G � Lfin

G

z
�! ThG ;

X yields a continuous G–functor

X W isoLfin
G ! TG ;

and the following holds:

(iii) For every commutative diagram of finite-dimensional G–representations

U V

U 0 V 0

f g

where the horizontal maps are G–equivariant inclusions of subrepresentations
and the vertical ones are not-necessarily-equivariant isomorphisms, the diagram

SV�U ^X.U / X.V /

SV 0�U 0 ^X.U 0/ X.V 0/

�U�V

S
gjV�U ^X .f / X .g/

�U 0�V 0

commutes.

On the other hand, suppose that we are given a continuous G–functor

X W isoLfin
G ! TG
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together with pointed G–maps

�U�V W S
V�U

^X.U /!X.V /

for any finite-dimensional G–representation V and any G–subrepresentation U � V ,
satisfying conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) above. This data is taken as the definition of an
orthogonal G–spectrum in [17, Definition II.2.6, page 32], and it can be extended to a
continuous G–functor

X W ThG! TG ;

ie an orthogonal G–spectrum according to our definition. The equivalence of these
two definitions is stated in [17, Theorem II.4.3, page 36], where it is based on more
general results from [18, Section 2, pages 449–450].

Definition 4.10 (maps) A G–map f W X ! Y of orthogonal G–spectra is a G–
equivariant and continuous natural transformation. We denote by SpG the topolog-
ical category of orthogonal G–spectra and G–maps. Since the category ThG has
a small skeleton, there are no set-theoretic issues here. Similarly, we can define
not necessarily G–equivariant maps of orthogonal G–spectra as continuous natural
transformations, and we denote by SpG the corresponding topological G–category.
Notice that SpG.X ;Y /D SpG.X ;Y /

G .

Definition 4.11 (naive orthogonal spectra) A naive orthogonal G–spectrum is a
continuous functor

X W Th! T G :

Equivalently, using the notation from (3.8), a naive orthogonal G–spectrum can be
thought of as a continuous G–functor Thtr

G! TG . We denote by NSpG the topological
G–category of naive orthogonal G–spectra.

Any orthogonal G–spectrum X W ThG ! TG has an underlying continuous functor
X W ThG

! T G , which we can compose with �W Th! ThG from (3.7) to obtain a
continuous functor

��X W Th! T G ;

the underlying naive orthogonal G–spectrum of X . The following important result
states that the converse is also true.

Theorem 4.12 (naive is not naive) The functor

��W SpG!NSpG
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is an equivalence of topological G–categories, with inverse

Lan�W NSpG! SpG ;

the left Kan extension along �W Thtr
G! ThG . In particular, if two orthogonal G–spectra

have isomorphic underlying naive orthogonal G–spectra, then they are isomorphic.

Proof See [11, Proposition A.19, page 147] and also [17, Theorem V.1.5, pages 75–
76]. Left Kan extensions are recalled in the proof of Proposition 8.3.

Remark 4.13 If X is a naive orthogonal G–spectrum and U is an n–dimensional
G–representation, then there is a G–homeomorphism

.Lan�X/.U /Š L.Rn;U /C ^
O.n/

X.Rn/:

The choice of an isomorphism f 2 L.Rn;U / gives a nonequivariant homeomor-
phism X.Rn/ Š .Lan�X/.U /. Therefore the underlying nonequivariant space of
.Lan�X/.U / depends up to homeomorphism only on the dimension of U .

We now introduce some basic constructions.

Definition 4.14 (smash products with spaces and mapping spectra) Given an orthog-
onal G–spectrum X and a pointed G–space Z we define new orthogonal G–spectra

Z ^X and map.Z;X/

as the compositions of X W ThG! TG and the continuous G–functors

(4.15) Z ^�W TG! TG and map.Z;�/W TG! TG :

The adjunction between the functors in (4.15) gives an adjunction between the continu-
ous G–functors

Z ^�W SpG! SpG and map.Z;�/W SpG! SpG :

Definition 4.16 (homotopies) A G–equivariant homotopy of orthogonal G–spectra
is a G–map IC ^X ! Y , where I D Œ0; 1� has the trivial G–action. We then define
as usual G–homotopic maps and G–homotopy equivalences.

Definition 4.17 (suspensions, loops, shifts and Q) Given a finite-dimensional G–
representation U we define

†U X D SU
^X and �U X Dmap.SU ;X/
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and thus obtain adjoint continuous G–functors †U ; �U W SpG! SpG . We also define
the shift

shU X

as the composition of X and the continuous G–functor

U ˚�W ThG! ThG ; V 7! U ˚V;

defined on morphisms as

Th.V;W /! Th.U ˚V;U ˚W /; .f; w/ 7! .idU ˚f; .0; w//I

see Lemma 3.11. Finally, we define

QU.X/D�U shU X ;

a construction that plays a major role in this paper.

Definition 4.18 (spectrum-level structure maps) The structure maps (4.7) give a
G–map of orthogonal G–spectra

(4.19) �U W †
U X ! shU X ;

that we call spectrum-level structure map of X at the G–representation U . To
verify that �U is a map of spectra we need to show that for all finite-dimensional
G–representations V and W and all .f; w/ 2 Th.V;W / the diagram

SU ^X.V / X.U ˚V /

SU ^X.W / X.U ˚W /

�U;V

id^X .f;w/ X ..id˚f /;.0;w//

�U;W

commutes, and this follows from the definitions. By adjunction, from (4.19) we also
get a G–map of orthogonal G–spectra

(4.20) z�U W X !QU.X/:

Similarly, given a finite-dimensional G–representation V and a G–subrepresentation U ,
the internal structure maps (4.8) give G–maps of orthogonal G–spectra

(4.21) �U�V W †
V�U shU X ! shV X and z�U�V W shU X !�V�U shV X :

Finally, we define

(4.22) �U�V W Q
U.X/!QV.X/
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as the composition

�U�V W Q
U.X/D�U shU X

�U z�U�V

������!�U�V�U shV X Š�V shV X DQV.X/;

where the isomorphism in the target is induced by the natural G–homeomorphism
�U�V�U Š�V of functors TG! TG .

Remark 4.23 Let U be a G–representation, not necessarily finite-dimensional. Recall
from the beginning of Section 2 the notation P.U/ for the poset of finite-dimensional
G–subrepresentations of U ordered by inclusion. Proposition 7.1 implies that

Q.�/.X/W P.U /! SpG ; U 7!QU.X/; U � V 7! �U�V

is a functor. The composition

(4.24) X ŠQ0.X/
�0�V

���!QV.X/

is equal to z�V . Moreover, the diagram

(4.25)
X

QU.X/ QV.X/

z�U z�V

�U�V

commutes, by the functoriality of Q.�/.X/ and (4.24).

5 Homotopy theory of orthogonal G -spectra

In this section we discuss homotopy groups, ��–isomorphisms, good and almost good
spectra, G-�–spectra, and their properties. In the definition of homotopy groups
we choose a complete G–universe in the sense of the following definition, but the
homotopy groups are independent of this choice. We emphasize that the choice of a
universe plays no role in the definition of the category of orthogonal G–spectra.

Definition 5.1 (universes) A G–universe is a countably infinite-dimensional G–
representation U such that UG ¤ 0 and, for every finite-dimensional G–representa-
tion U , if U embeds in U , then also

L
N U embeds in U . A G–universe U is complete

if every finite-dimensional G–representation embeds in U . Complete G–universes
exist and are unique up to equivariant linear isometric isomorphisms. Uniqueness
follows immediately from the isotypical decomposition; see eg [3, Proposition III.1.7,
page 128].
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Definition 5.2 (homotopy groups) Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum, let H be a
subgroup of G , and let n 2Z be an integer. Choose a complete G–universe U . Define

(5.3) �H
n .X/D

8<:
colim

U2P.U/
�n

�
.�U X.U //H

�
if n� 0;

colim
U2P.U/

�0

�
.�U X.U ˚R�n//H

�
if n< 0.

In order to describe the structure maps used for these colimits, observe that

�U X.U /ŠQU.X/.0/ and �U X.U ˚R�n/DQU.X/.R�n/:

By Remark 4.23, Q.�/.X/W P.U/!SpG is a functor, and so for any finite-dimensional
G–representation V (eg V D 0 or V D R�n ) and any m � 0 we can consider the
composition

P.U/ SpG T G T Ab
Q.�/.X / evV .�/H �m

and then take its colimit. Here evV is given by evaluating an orthogonal G–spectrum
at V . Since any two complete G–universes are equivariantly and isometrically isomor-
phic, it follows that the abelian groups defined in (5.3) do not depend on the choice of
the universe U .

Definition 5.4 (weak equivalences, ��–isomorphisms, level equivalences) Let
f W X ! Y be a G–map of pointed or unpointed G–spaces.

(i) We say that f is a G–weak equivalence if for all subgroups H of G the induced
map f H W X H !Y H is a weak equivalence of unpointed nonequivariant spaces.

Let f W X ! Y be a G–map of orthogonal G–spectra.

(ii) We say that f is a ��–isomorphism if for all integers n and all subgroups H

of G the induced map �H
n .f /W �H

n .X/! �H
n .Y / is an isomorphism.

(iii) We say that f is a level equivalence if for all finite-dimensional G–representa-
tions U the map f .U /W X.U /! Y .U / is a G–weak equivalence.

Notice that G–homotopy equivalences are in particular level equivalences.

In the setup of Lewis, May and Steinberger, the following definition of good spectra
appears in [9, Appendix A, pages 96–98].

Definition 5.5 (good and almost good spectra) An orthogonal G–spectrum X is
good if for all finite-dimensional G–representations U the spectrum-level structure
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map �U W †
U X ! shU X from (4.19) is a levelwise closed embedding, ie if for all

finite-dimensional G–representations U and V , the structure map

�U;V W †
U X.V /!X.U ˚V /

from (4.7) is a closed embedding. We say that X is almost good if the adjoints of the
structure maps are closed embeddings.

In Lemma 5.10 we show that cofibrant implies good, and that good implies almost good.
We also show that being good is preserved by certain left adjoint functors, and almost
good by certain right adjoints; see Lemma 5.10 and Theorem 6.16. In Addendum 8.7
we prove that Theorem 1.1 remains true for almost good spectra. However, our proof
of Main Theorem 1.7 does not generalize to almost good spectra.

We now collect some properties of closed embeddings in the category of compactly
generated weak Hausdorff spaces, referring to [21] for a thorough account and proofs.
Notice that closed embeddings are called closed inclusions in [21] and [9]. We say that
a commutative square

(5.6)
W X

Y Z

i

f g

j

is admissible if all maps are closed embeddings and also the map Y [W X !Z is a
closed embedding. Notice that if (5.6) is a pullback and all maps are closed embeddings,
then it is admissible.

Facts 5.7 (properties of closed embeddings) (i) Given X
i
�! Y

j
�!Z , if i and j

are closed embeddings, then so is j ı i ; if j ı i is a closed embedding, then so
is i .

(ii) Consider the commutative square (5.6). If the square is a pullback and j is a
closed embedding, then so is i . If the square is a pushout and i is a closed
embedding, then so is j , and the square is a pullback.

(iii) Consider a commutative cube:

W 0 X 0

W X

Y 0 Z0

Y Z
j
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Assume that the back face is admissible and that both the left and the right faces
are pushouts. Then the front face is also admissible, and in particular j is a
closed embedding.

(iv) If i W X ^Y !Z is a closed embedding, then its adjoint zi W Y !map.X;Z/ is
also a closed embedding.

(v) Products and coproducts of closed embeddings are closed embeddings.

(vi) Given any based space Z , if i W X ! Y is a closed embedding then so are
idZ ^ i W Z ^X !Z ^Y and i�W map.Z;X /!map.Z;Y /.

(vii) If X0

i0
�! X1

i1
�! X2

i2
�! � � � is a sequence of closed embeddings, then the

maps Xm! colimn Xn are closed embeddings, and for every compact based
space Z the natural map colimn map.Z;Xn/!map.Z; colimn Xn/ is a home-
omorphism. In particular, colimn ��.Xn/Š ��.colimn Xn/.

(viii) Given a commutative diagram

(5.8)
X0 X1 X2 � � �

Y0 Y1 Y2 � � �

i0

f0

i1

f1

i2

f2

j0 j1 j2

where all maps are closed embeddings and all squares are admissible, the square

(5.9)
Xm colimn Xn

Ym colimn Yn

fm colimn fn

is admissible, and in particular colimn fnW colimn Xn! colimn Yn is a closed
embedding. If additionally all squares in (5.8) are pullbacks, then (5.9) is also
a pullback.

(ix) If i W X ! Y is a G–equivariant closed embedding and H is a subgroup of G ,
then iH W X H ! Y H is also a closed embedding.

(x) If X0

i0
�!X1

i1
�!X2

i2
�! � � � is a sequence of G–equivariant closed embeddings

and H is a subgroup of G , then the natural map colimn.X
H
n /! .colimn Xn/

H

is a homeomorphism.

Proof For (i) see [21, Proposition 2.31, page 8], and for (ii) [21, Propositions 2.33
and 2.35, page 9].
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These two facts, and the fact that points are closed in weak Hausdorff spaces, imply
that the category T together with the class of closed embeddings is a category with
cofibrations in the sense of Waldhausen [22, Section 1.1, page 320]. Then (iii) is a
formal consequence true in any category with cofibrations; see [22, Lemma 1.1.1,
page 322].

For (iv) see [21, Corollary 5.11, page 19]; for (v) [21, Theorem 3.1, page 11]; for (vi) [21,
Corollary 5.4 (page 18), Corollary 5.8(b) (page 19) and Theorem 4.8(b) (page 17)];
and for (vii) [21, Lemmas 3.3, 3.6, and 3.8, pages 12–13].

For (viii), under the additional assumption that all squares in (5.8) are pullbacks, it is
proved in [21, Lemma 3.9, page 14] that (5.9) is a pullback square of closed embeddings.
If the squares in (5.8) are only admissible, consider the following diagram:

X0 X1 X2 � � �

Y0 Y0[X0
X1 .Y0[X0

X1/[X1
X2 � � �

Y1 Y1[X1
X2 � � �

Y2 � � �

All maps are closed embeddings and all squares are pushouts, and therefore pullbacks
by (ii). So the already established part of (viii) applies to any two consecutive rows,
and by taking their colimits we get a sequence of closed embeddings colimn Xn!

colimn.Y0[ � � � /! colimn.Y1[ � � � /! � � �. Now apply (vii).

(ix) follows from (i), since X H !X is a closed embedding. For (x), we first use (ix)
and (viii) to conclude that f W colimn.X

H
n /! colimn Xn is a closed embedding. Since

f factors through gW colimn.X
H
n /! .colimn Xn/

H , g is also a closed embedding
by (i). By inspection, g is surjective, thus proving (x).

Lemma 5.10 (good and almost good spectra) Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum.

(i) If X is cofibrant in the stable model category structure on SpG then X is good.

(ii) If X is good then X is almost good, and X is almost good if and only if for
all finite-dimensional G–representations U � V the map �U�V W Q

U.X/!

QV.X/ defined in (4.22) is a levelwise closed embedding.
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(iii) If X is almost good then we can interchange the colimit and the homotopy
groups in Definition 5.2, ie for all subgroups H of G and for all n 2 Z we have

�H
n .X/Š

8̂<̂
:
�n

�
colim

U2P.U/
.�U X.U //H

�
if n� 0;

�0

�
colim

U2P.U/
.�U X.U ˚R�n//H

�
if n< 0.

(iv) Coproducts of good spectra are good. Products of almost good spectra are almost
good.

(v) Let Z be a pointed G–space. If X is good then so is Z ^X . If X is almost
good then so is map.Z;X/.

(vi) X is (almost) good if and only if its underlying naive spectrum ��X is (almost)
good.

(vii) If X is almost good, then so is QU.X/, and r W X ! QU.X/ is a levelwise
closed embedding.

Proof For (i), we first establish a general claim about pushout squares

A W

B Y

f g

of orthogonal G–spectra. Assume that A , B , and W are good, that f is a levelwise
closed embedding, and that for every finite-dimensional G–representation U the square
�U W †

Uf ! shUf is levelwise admissible as defined in (5.6). Then Y is good, g is
a levelwise closed embedding, and for every U the square �U W †

U g ! shU g is
levelwise admissible. This claim follows at once from Facts 5.7(iii). (In fact, the full
subcategory of good orthogonal G–spectra, together with the class of levelwise closed
embeddings f such that for every U the square �U W †

Uf ! shUf is levelwise
admissible, is a category with cofibrations.)

Next we show that FI–cell complexes in the sense of [17, Definitions III.2.2 and III.1.1,
pages 42 and 38–39; 18, Definition 5.4, page 457] are good. For any finite-dimensional
G–representation V , the free spectrum FV D Th.V;�/ is good by inspection. Then
for any pointed G–space A also FV ADA^ Th.V;�/ is good by part (v), and for any
closed embedding i W A!B and any finite-dimensional G–representation U the square
�U W †

U FV i ! shU FV i is levelwise a pullback square of closed embeddings, and so
in particular levelwise admissible. It follows that for any coproduct f D

W
� FV�i�

such that each i� is a closed embedding, the source and target of f are good by
part (iv), and the square �U W †

Uf ! shUf is levelwise admissible. Now recall
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that an FI–cell complex is a sequential colimit X D colimn Xn , where X0 D pt
and each gnW Xn ! XnC1 is obtained by cobase change from a map of the form
f D

W
� FV�i� , with i�W .G=H� �Sn��1/C! .G=H� �Dn�/C . The claim from the

beginning of the proof then implies inductively that all Xn are good and all squares
�U W †

U gn! shU gn are levelwise admissible. Hence we can apply Facts 5.7(viii) to
conclude that each FI–cell complex X is good. Since cofibrant spectra are retracts of
FI–cell complexes by [17, Theorem III.2.4(iii), page 42], and retracts of good spectra
are good by Facts 5.7(i), the result follows.

For (ii), the fact that good implies almost good follows from Facts 5.7(iv). If X is
almost good, then also the adjoints of the internal structure maps are closed embeddings,
and so �U�V is a levelwise closed embedding by Facts 5.7(vi). The other implication
is obvious from (4.24).

(iii) follows from (ii) and Facts 5.7(ix) and (vii), since for any complete G–universe U
the poset P.U/ contains a cofinal sequence.

(iv) and (v) follow from Facts 5.7(v) and (vi).

For the nontrivial direction of (vi), notice that if U and V are G–representations of
dimensions m and n, then there are commutative squares

Sm ^X.Rn/ X.RmCn/ X.Rn/ �mX.RmCn/

SU ^X.U / X.U ˚V / X.U / �U X.U ˚V /

�Rm;Rn

Š Š

z�Rm;Rn

Š Š

�U;V z�U;V

whose vertical maps are not necessarily equivariant homeomorphisms; compare with
Remark 4.9(iii).

Finally, for (vii) use Facts 5.7(iv) and (vii).

Definition 5.11 (G-�–spectra) An orthogonal G–spectrum X is a G-�–spectrum
if for all finite-dimensional G–representations U the adjoint z�U W X ! QU.X/

from (4.20) of the spectrum-level structure map is a level equivalence, ie if for all
finite-dimensional G–representations U and V , the adjoint

z�U;V W X.V /!�U X.U ˚V /

of the structure map (4.7) is a G–weak equivalence.
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Lemma 5.12 (G-�–spectra) Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum.

(i) X is fibrant in the stable model category structure on SpG if and only if X is a
G-�–spectrum.

(ii) X is a G-�–spectrum if and only if for all finite-dimensional G–representations
U � V the map �U�V W Q

U.X/!QV.X/ defined in (4.22) is a level equiva-
lence.

(iii) If X is a G-�–spectrum then we can omit the colimit in Definition 5.2, ie for
all subgroups H of G and for all n 2 Z we have

�H
n .X/Š

�
�n.X.0/

H / if n� 0;
�n.X.R�n/H / if n< 0.

(iv) Products of G-�–spectra are G-�–spectra.

(v) Let Z be a pointed G–CW-complex. If X is a G-�–spectrum then so is
map.Z;X/.

Proof For (i) see [17, Theorem III.4.2, page 47]. Part (ii) follows from the commutative
triangle (4.25), and (ii) directly implies (iii). For (iv) use Facts 5.7(v) and that the
adjoint structure maps of the product are the product of the adjoint structure maps of
the factors. For (v) see for example [20, Example 5.2].

We conclude this section with the following well-known facts.

Lemma 5.13 Let f W X ! Y be a G–map of orthogonal G–spectra, and let Z be a
pointed G–CW-complex.

(i) If f is a level equivalence, then f is a ��–isomorphism, and the converse is
true provided that X and Y are G-�–spectra.

(ii) If f is a ��–isomorphism and Z has only finitely many G–cells, then
map.Z; f /W map.Z;X/!map.Z;Y / is a ��–isomorphism.

(iii) If f is a ��–isomorphism, then idZ^f W Z^X!Z^Y is a ��–isomorphism.

(iv) If N is a normal subgroup of G , �H
� .f / is an isomorphism for all H 2 F.N /,

and Z is a G-F.N /–CW-complex, then idZ ^f W Z ^X ! Z ^Y is a ��–
isomorphism of orthogonal G–spectra, and idZ ^N f W Z ^N X !Z ^N Y is
a ��–isomorphism of orthogonal G=N –spectra.

Proof For (i) see [17, Lemma III.3.3 and Theorem III.3.4, page 45] or [20, Propo-
sitions 5.18(ii) and 5.19(ii)]. For (ii) and (iii) see [17, Theorem III.3.9 and Proposi-
tion III.3.11, pages 46–47] or [20, Proposition 5.4]. For (iv) we use arguments similar to
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those given in [20] for (iii), and proceed by induction on the cellular filtration of Z . The
induction begins with the case Z DG=HC with H \N D 1. By Example 6.13 there
is a G–isomorphism G=HC ^X Š indH�G resH�G X . Because H \N D 1, we can
identify H with a subgroup of G=N and get a G=N –isomorphism G=HC ^N X Š

indH�G=N resH�G X . Since each subgroup K of H also belongs to F.N /, the as-
sumption on f implies that resH�G f W resH�G X! resH�G Y is a ��–isomorphism
of orthogonal H–spectra; compare (6.18). By Theorem 6.16(ii), we know that induction
preserves ��–isomorphisms, and therefore both idG=HC ^f and idG=HC ^N f are
��–isomorphisms. The induction steps are then carried out exactly as at the end of
Section 14.

6 Change of groups

We first recall some basic space-level constructions. Let ˛W � ! G be a group
homomorphism. The restriction functor

res˛ D ˛�W T G
! T �

has both a left adjoint called induction:

(6.1) ind˛W T � ! T G ; X 7!GC ^
�

X;

and a right adjoint called coinduction:

(6.2) coind˛W T � ! T G ; X 7!map.GC;X /� ;

where in (6.1) we consider G as right �–set and left G–set, and in (6.2) we consider G

as left �–set and right G–set. Restriction, induction, and coinduction are all continuous
functors. If ˛ is surjective, then G Š �=N with N D ker˛ , and

(6.3) ind˛.X /ŠX=N and coind˛.X /ŠX N :

For all pointed G–spaces X there are natural G–equivariant homeomorphisms

ind˛ res˛ X ŠG=˛.�/C ^X; coind˛ res˛ X Šmap.˛.�/nGC;X /;(6.4)

Œg^x� 7! g˛.�/^gx; f 7! .˛.�/g 7! g�1f .g//;

Œg^g�1x� 7!g˛.�/^x; .g 7! gf .˛.�/g// 7!f:

Under the isomorphisms (6.4), the counit of the adjunction ind˛ a res˛ is induced by
the projection G=˛.�/! pt, and the unit of the adjunction res˛ a coind˛ is induced
by ˛.�/nG! pt.
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Construction 6.5 (change of groups for naive orthogonal spectra) We define restric-
tion, induction and coinduction for naive orthogonal spectra by composing with the
corresponding continuous functors for spaces. Explicitly, if X W Th! T G is a naive
orthogonal G–spectrum and ˛W �!G a group homomorphism, then res˛ X is the
composition

Th
X
�! T G res˛

��! T � ;

and analogously for induction and coinduction. We thus get the following continuous
functors and adjunctions:

(6.6)

NSpG

NSp�

a res˛ aind˛ coind˛

Construction 6.7 (change of groups for nonnaive orthogonal spectra) We use the
equivalence of categories in Theorem 4.12 to extend the functors and adjunctions
in (6.6) to nonnaive orthogonal spectra. Explicitly, if X W ThG! TG is an orthogonal
G–spectrum, then the orthogonal �–spectrum res˛ X is defined by first considering
the restriction

(6.8) Th
�
�! ThG X

�! T G res˛
��! T �

of the underlying naive orthogonal G–spectrum of X , then viewing (6.8) as a continu-
ous �–functor Thtr

�!T� , and finally taking the left Kan extension along �W Thtr
�!Th� .

Induction and coinduction are defined analogously. Thus we obtain continuous functors
and adjunctions as in (6.6) for Sp instead of NSp. Notice that �� res˛ X D res˛ ��X ,
and analogously for induction and coinduction.

For induction and coinduction, but not for restriction, this process simplifies. Given
an orthogonal �–spectrum X , the underlying continuous functor ThG

! T G of the
orthogonal G–spectrum .co/ind˛ X W ThG! TG is isomorphic to the composition

(6.9) ThG res˛
��! Th�

X
�! T �

.co/ind˛
�����! T G :

In fact, since res˛ ı resG!1 D res�!1 , the underlying naive orthogonal G–spectra
of .co/ind˛ X and (6.9) agree, and so the claim follows from the last sentence in
Theorem 4.12. Explicitly, this means that for any finite-dimensional G–representation U

we have

(6.10) ..co/ind˛ X/.U /Š .co/ind˛.X.res˛ U //;
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and this applies in particular to the case GD�=N , ind˛.�/D .�/=N and coind˛.�/D
.�/N . Notice that an analogous simplification does not exist for restriction, because
there is no continuous functor f W Th� ! ThG such that f ı res�!1 D resG!1 .
However, given an orthogonal G–spectrum X the underlying continuous functor
Th� ! T � of the orthogonal �–spectrum res˛ X W Th� ! T� is isomorphic to the
left Kan extension of

ThG X
�! T G res˛

��! T �

along res˛W ThG
! Th� , by a similar argument. Explicitly, for any finite-dimensional

G–representation U we have

(6.11) .res˛ X/.res˛ U /Š res˛.X.U //:

Remark 6.12 (naive is not naive) Going back and forth between nonnaive and
naive orthogonal spectra it is easy to turn change-of-group results for spaces into
corresponding results for orthogonal spectra. Essentially every natural formula or
construction involving change of groups that we are used to for spaces remains valid
for orthogonal spectra. We illustrate this in two examples.

Example 6.13 For all naive orthogonal G–spectra X there are natural G–isomorphisms

ind˛ res˛ X ŠG=˛.�/C ^X and coind˛ res˛ X Šmap.˛.�/nGC;X/;

induced by the space-level isomorphisms in (6.4). The same isomorphisms then also
hold for nonnaive orthogonal G–spectra X , even though the definitions of (co)induction
and in particular of restriction are more complicated. This follows at once from the
last sentence in Theorem 4.12, since the desired isomorphisms hold for the underlying
naive orthogonal spectra.

Example 6.14 For spaces restriction is a strict monoidal functor, ie res˛ W ^ res˛ X D

res˛.W ^X / for all pointed G–spaces W and X . So it follows that for all pointed
G–spaces W and naive orthogonal G–spectra X there are natural �–isomorphisms

res˛ W ^ res˛ X Š res˛.W ^X/;

and by the same argument as above the same is also true for nonnaive orthogonal
G–spectra X .

Construction 6.15 (underlying nonequivariant fixed point spectra) Let H be a
subgroup of G , not necessarily normal. For any orthogonal G–spectrum X we
denote by res1 XH the underlying nonequivariant orthogonal spectrum given by the
composition

res1 XH
W Th

�
�! ThG X

�! T G .�/H

����! T :
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The next result collects some important properties of the change-of-group functors in
the special case where ˛ is the inclusion of a subgroup H �G .

Theorem 6.16 Let H be a subgroup of G .

(i) For any orthogonal H–spectrum X there is a natural ��–isomorphism

W W indH�G X ! coindH�G X ;

called the Wirthmüller isomorphism.

(ii) Restriction, induction and coinduction

resH�G W Sp
G
! SpH ; .co/indH�G W Sp

H
! SpG

all preserve ��–isomorphisms.

(iii) If X is an orthogonal G–spectrum, then X is (almost) good if and only if
resH�G X is (almost) good.

(iv) Induction preserves good spectra, and coinduction preserves almost good spectra.

Proof For (i) see [24; 6, Proposition II.6.12, page 148; 13, Theorem II.6.2, page 89]
and in particular [20, Theorem 4.9] for a proof in the setting of orthogonal spectra. Here
we only recall the definition of the Wirthmüller map W , because its explicit description
is needed in Section 12. On the space level there is a natural transformation W between
the functors

indH�G DGC ^
H
� and coindH�G Dmap.GC;�/H

from T H to T G introduced in (6.1) and (6.2). For any pointed H–space X , W is
defined as

WX DW H�G
X

W GC ^
H

X !map.GC;X /H ;(6.17)

.g^x/ 7!

�
 7!

�
.g/x if g 2H

pt if g 62H

�
:

If X W Th! T H is a naive orthogonal H–spectrum, W induces a G–map of naive
orthogonal G–spectra GC ^H X ! map.GC;X/H . Using Theorem 4.12, as ex-
plained in Remark 6.12, we get for any nonnaive orthogonal H–spectrum a G–map of
orthogonal G–spectra

WX W GC ^
H

X !map.GC;X/H ;
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that for each finite-dimensional G–representation U is given by

WX .resH�G U /W GC ^
H

X.resH�G U /!map.GC;X.resH�G U //H

as in (6.17).

(ii) For restriction notice that, if X is an orthogonal G–spectrum, then

(6.18) �H
� .X/Š �

H
� .resH�G X/:

This follows easily from the definitions, using (6.11) and the fact that resH�G U is a
complete H–universe if U is a complete G–universe.

For coinduction we use that, if Y is an orthogonal H–spectrum, then

(6.19) �H
� .Y /Š �

G
� .coindH�G Y /I

see for example [20, (4.10)]. The statement then follows from (6.19), (6.18) and the
double coset formula.

The statement that also induction preserves ��–isomorphisms follows then from the
Wirthmüller isomorphism (i).

(iii) This follows immediately from Lemma 5.10(vi).

(iv) This is implied by (iii) and Lemma 5.10(iv), as for any orthogonal H–spectrum Y

we have res1�G indH�G Y Š
W

G=H Y and res1�G coindH�G Y Š
Q

H nG Y .

We close this section with the following well-known lemma. It says that for orthogonal
G-�–spectra the naive fixed points are well-behaved homotopically. Notice that
analogous results for orbits exist only under very strong cofibrancy assumptions;
compare the proof of Corollary 1.8. Since in the construction and proof of the Adams
isomorphism we need to control homotopically both orbits and fixed points at the same
time, we are led to use equivariant homotopy equivalences in the sense of Definition 4.16;
see for example Proposition 10.1.

Lemma 6.20 Let X be an orthogonal G-�–spectrum.
(i) For all subgroups H of G and for all n 2 Z we have

�H
n .X/Š �1

n .res1 XH /Š

�
�n.X.0/

H / if n� 0;

�n.X.R�n/H / if n< 0.

(ii) If N is a normal subgroup of G then XN is a G=N -�–spectrum, and for all
subgroups H of G containing N and for all n 2 Z we have

�H=N
n .XN /Š �H

n .X/:

(iii) If f W X!Y is a ��–isomorphism of G-�–spectra and N is a normal subgroup
of G , then f N W XN ! Y N is a ��–isomorphism of G=N -�–spectra.
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Proof Part (i) follows immediately from Lemma 5.12(iii).

To prove (ii), let pW G!G=N be the projection. We have to show that for all finite-
dimensional G=N –representations U and V the adjoint z�X N

U;V
of the structure map

(4.7) is a G=N –weak equivalence. Using (6.10), (6.3) and the isomorphism

�U X.p�U ˚p�V /N Š
�
�p�U X.p�U ˚p�V /

�N
;

the map z�X N

U;V
can be identified with

.z�X
p�U;p�V /

N
W X.p�U /N !

�
�p�U X.p�U ˚p�V /

�N
:

Since z�X
p�U;p�V

is by assumption a G–weak equivalence, the claim follows. So XN

is an orthogonal G=N -�–spectrum, and using (i) we conclude that for all n 2 Z

�H=N
n .XN /Š �n.res1.X

N /H=N /D �n.res1 XH /Š �H
n .X/:

Finally, (iii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and (ii).

7 Functoriality of � sh

This section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition, on which the con-
struction of QU.X/ in Theorem 1.1 is based.

Proposition 7.1 Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum. Then the assignment

U 7!QU.X/D�U shU X

from Definition 4.17 extends to a continuous G–functor

Q.�/.X/W Lfin
G ! SpG ;

ie for any pair of finite-dimensional G–representations U and V there is a G–map of
orthogonal G–spectra

(7.2) 'U;V W L.U;V /C ^QU.X/!QV.X/

such that, for all finite-dimensional G–representations U , V and W , the diagram

(7.3)
L.V;W /C ^L.U;V /C ^QU.X/ L.V;W /C ^QV.X/

L.U;W /C ^QU.X/ QW .X/

id^'U;V

ı^ id 'V;W

'U;W
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commutes, and the composition

(7.4) S0
^QU.X/

i^ id
���! L.U;U /C ^QU.X/

'U;U

���!QU.X/

is the canonical isomorphism, where i is the inclusion of the identity.

We first illustrate the idea behind the definition of the maps in (7.2). Let U and V be
finite-dimensional G–representations and let f 2 L.U;V / be a linear isometry. Then
'U;V yields a map

f�W Q
U.X/!QV.X/;

and f� is G–equivariant if f is, ie if f 2 L.U;V /G . Here are two examples.

Example 7.5 If dim U D dim V then f� is induced by “conjugation by f ”, ie for
any finite-dimensional G–representation Z , the map

f�W �
U X.U ˚Z/DQU.X/.Z/!QV.X/.Z/D�V X.V ˚Z/

sends !W SU !X.U ˚Z/ to the composition

SV Sf
�1

����! SU !
�!X.U ˚Z/

X .f˚id/
������!X.V ˚Z/:

Example 7.6 If U is a G–subrepresentation of V and f is the G–equivariant inclu-
sion, then f� is the map

�U�V W Q
U.X/!QV.X/

defined in (4.22). In particular, if U D 0 and f is the zero map to V , then the
composition of f� with the natural isomorphism X ŠQ0.X/ is z�V , the adjoint of
the spectrum-level structure map defined in (4.20); compare Remark 4.23.

For the proof of Proposition 7.1 we need the following observation about the functoriality
in U of shU X , which follows at once from Lemma 3.11. Notice the difference in the
source categories between Proposition 7.1 and Lemma 7.7.

Lemma 7.7 Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum. Then the assignment

U 7! shU X DX ı .U ˚�/

extends to a continuous G–functor

sh.�/X W ThG! SpG ;
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ie for any pair of finite-dimensional G–representations U and V there is G–map of
orthogonal G–spectra

 U;V W Th.U;V /^ shU X ! shV X

satisfying the associativity and unitality axioms.

Remark 7.8 From the commutativity of diagram (3.12) in Lemma 3.11 it follows that
when U D 0 the composition

SV
^X Š Th.0;V /^ sh0X

 0;V

���! shV X

is the spectrum-level structure map �V defined in (4.19), where the isomorphism in
the source is the evident one. Similarly, from the commutativity of diagram (3.13) it
follows that when U is a G–subrepresentation of V the composition

SV�U
^X

aU�V ^ id
�������! Th.U;V /^ shU X

 U;V

���! shV X

is the internal spectrum-level structure map �U�V defined in (4.21), where aU�V is
defined in (3.3).

Proof of Proposition 7.1 In order to construct G–maps of orthogonal G–spectra

'U;V W L.U;V /C ^QU.X/!QV.X/

it is enough, by adjunction, to construct G–maps

y'U;V W S
V
^L.U;V /C ^�U shU X ! shV X :

We define y'U;V as the following composition:

(7.9)

SV ^L.U;V /C ^�U shU X

Th.U;V /^SU ^�U shU X

Th.U;V /^ shU X

shV X

untw�1^ idŠ

id^ ev

 U;V

where  U;V is the map from Lemma 7.7. Since all the maps above are G–equivariant,
the same is true for y'U;V and 'U;V .
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From the definition it is clear that the composition in (7.4) is the canonical isomorphism.
It thus remains to show that diagram (7.3) commutes, or equivalently, that the following
adjoint diagram commutes:
(7.10)

SW^L.V ;W /C^L.U ;V /C^�U shUX SW^L.V ;W /C^�
V shVX

SW ^L.U;W /C^�
U shU X shW X

id^id^'U;V

id^ı^ id y'V;W

y'U;W

Now consider the diagram (�) on page 1527, where we use the abbreviations LU;V D

L.U;V /C and ThU;V D Th.U;V /. The diagrams labeled C , E , and H commute
by definition of y' , and so the outer boundary of (�) is just diagram (7.10). Moreover:
A and F evidently commute; B commutes because untwisting is compatible with

composition by Lemma 3.9; D commutes because ev is the counit of the adjunction;
G commutes because sh.�/X is a functor ThG! SpG by Lemma 7.7.

This proves the commutativity of (�) and (7.10), and therefore also of (7.3).

We close this section with the following observation.

Lemma 7.11 For all finite-dimensional G–representations U and W there is a G–
isomorphism

#U;W W Q
W QU.X/

Š
�!QU˚W .X/

which is a natural isomorphism of bifunctors, ie the following diagram commutes:

(7.12)
L.U;V /C ^L.W;Z/C ^QW QU.X/ QZQV.X/

L.U ˚W;V ˚Z/C ^QU˚W .X/ QV˚Z.X/

�˚�^#U;W #V;Z

Proof The isomorphism #U;W comes from the fact that shW �U D�U shW , com-
bined with the natural isomorphisms �W �U Š �U˚W and shW shU Š shU˚W .
To check that (7.12) commutes, we consider the adjoint diagram, as in the proof of
Proposition 7.1. This adjoint diagram commutes because all three maps in (7.9) satisfy
an appropriate compatibility with direct sums.

8 Bifunctorial replacements by �-spectra

Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum and let U be a G–representation, not necessarily
finite-dimensional. This section is devoted to the construction of QU.X/ and to the
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proof of Theorem 1.1. The key ingredient for the construction is given by Proposition 7.1
in the previous section, which says that Q.�/.X/W Lfin

G
! SpG is a continuous G–

functor.

Definition 8.1 Given an orthogonal G–spectrum X and a G–representation U , define

QU.X/D
�

Lan
Lfin

G
�L

G

Q.�/.X/
�
.U/

to be the evaluation at U of the left Kan extension of Q.�/.X/W Lfin
G
! SpG along the

inclusion Lfin
G
�L

G
. The isomorphism X ŠQ0.X/ together with the inclusion 0� U

gives a natural G–map r W X !QU.X/.

Left Kan extensions are reviewed in the proof of Proposition 8.3. Since Kan extensions
of continuous G–functors are again continuous G–functors, Definition 8.1 immediately
implies part (i) of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. Here is another consequence of
continuity.

Corollary 8.2 If f W U ! V is a G–equivariant isometry between complete G–
universes, then the induced map f�W QU.X/!QV.X/ is G–homotopic to an isomor-
phism.

Proof Since U and V are complete G–universes, there is also a G–isomorphism
f 0W U ! V ; compare Definition 5.1. By Lemma 10.4 there is a G–homotopy between
f and f 0 . The fact that Q.�/.X/ is a continuous G–functor implies that f� is G–
homotopic to the isomorphism f 0� .

The remaining parts of Theorem 1.1 rely on the following result. Recall that P.U/
denotes the poset of all finite-dimensional G–subrepresentations of U ordered by
inclusion, and consider P.U/ as a discrete subcategory of Lfin

G
.

Proposition 8.3 For any orthogonal G–spectrum X and any G–representation U
there is a natural G–isomorphism

colim
P.U/

Q.�/.X/
Š
�!

�
Lan

Lfin
G
�L

G

Q.�/.X/
�
.U/DQU.X/:

Proof This is based on the following general principle. Consider a diagram of
topological G–categories and continuous G–functors

A C SpG

B D



˛

Y

ı

ˇ
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and let � be a natural transformation from ı to ˇ˛ . Then � induces a natural
transformation

��W Lan˛ res Y ! resˇ Lanı Y ;

as we proceed to explain. First we need some notation. Given continuous G–functors
W W Cop ! TG and Y W C ! TG we write W ^C Y for their coend; compare for ex-
ample [12, Definition 2.3, page 116]. If Y W C! SpG is a continuous G–functor, we
can think of Y as a continuous G–functor Y W C � ThG ! TG , and so W ^C Y is
a continuous G–functor ThG ! TG , ie an orthogonal G–spectrum. If D is another
topological G–category and W W Cop�D! TG is a continuous G–functor, then we get
a continuous G–functor W ^C Y W D! SpG . For a continuous G–functor ıW C! D
define

DıW Cop
�D! TG ; .c; d/ 7! D.ı.c/; d/;

ıDW Dop
� C! TG ; .d; c/ 7! D.d; ı.c//:

Notice that by the Yoneda lemma, for any continuous G–functor Z W D! SpG , we
have resı Z Š ıD ^D Z . Recall that Lanı Y D Dı ^C Y .

Therefore we have

Lan˛ res Y Š B˛ ^
A
.C ^

C
Y /Š .B˛ ^

A
C/^

C
Y ;

resˇ Lanı Y Š ˇD ^D
.Dı ^C

Y /Š .ˇD ^D
Dı/^C

Y Š ˇDı ^C
Y :

Now let x� be the composition

(8.4) x�W B˛ ^
A
C! ˇDˇ˛ ^A ˇ˛

Dı! ˇD ^D
Dı Š ˇDı;

where the first map is induced by the functors ˇ and ı together with the natural
transformation � . Then define �� by applying �^C Y to x� and using the isomorphisms
above. It is then clear that if x� is a natural G–isomorphism of continuous G–functors
Cop�B!TG , then �� is a natural G–isomorphism of continuous G–functors B!SpG ,
natural in Y .

We now apply this general principle to the diagram

P.U/ Lfin
G

SpG

fUg L
G

pr

Q.�/.X /

Lan Q.�/.X /

where fUg denotes the trivial category with only one object and one morphism, and the
hooked arrows denote the obvious inclusion functors. Notice that the left-hand square
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in this diagram does not commute, but there is an obvious natural transformation � in
the indicated direction, given by the inclusions U � U .

Since Lanpr D colimP.U/ we get a natural G–map of orthogonal G–spectra

��W colim
P.U/

Q.�/.X/!
�

Lan
Lfin

G
�L

G

Q.�/.X/
�
.U/DQU.X/:

In the case at hand the map x� from (8.4) is

x�W colim
U2P.U/

L.V;U /! L.V;U/

for any finite-dimensional G–representation V . Since x� is a G–isomorphism, natural
in V , the result follows.

In the proofs below of parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1.1 we use Proposition 8.3
and identify QU.X/Š colimP.U/Q.�/.X/. We begin with a well-known lemma.

Lemma 8.5 For any orthogonal G–spectrum X and any finite-dimensional G–repre-
sentation U the spectrum-level structure map and its adjoint

�U W †
U X ! shU X and z�U W X !QU.X/

defined in (4.19) and (4.20) are both ��–isomorphisms. For any finite-dimensional
G–representation V such that U � V , the map

�U�V W Q
U.X/!QV.X/

defined in (4.22) is also a ��–isomorphism.

Proof For the first statement, see [20, Proposition 3.17(ii)]. The second statement
then follows from the commutativity of diagram (4.25).

Proof of Theorem 1.1(ii) By Lemmas 5.10(ii) and 8.5, for all finite-dimensional
G–representations U � V the map �U�V W Q

U.X/!QV.X/ is a levelwise closed
embedding and a ��–isomorphism. The conclusion then follows from the following
more general claim: if P is a poset containing a cofinal sequence and F W P! SpG

is a functor such that for all p � q in P the map Fp ! Fq is a levelwise closed
embedding and a ��–isomorphism, then for all o2P the map Fo! colimP F is a ��–
isomorphism. To prove this claim consider a subgroup H of G and n�0. Then we have
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�H
n Fo Š colim

p2P
�H

n Fp since Fp! Fq is a ��–isomorphism,

D colim
p2P

colim
U2P.U/

�n

�
.�U Fp.U //

H
�

by definition,

Š colim
U2P.U/

colim
p2P

�n

�
.�U Fp.U //

H
�

by commuting the colimits,

Š colim
U2P.U/

�n

�
colim
p2P

.�U Fp.U //
H
�

À

Š colim
U2P.U/

�n

��
colim
p2P

�U Fp.U /
�H �

Á

Š colim
U2P.U/

�n

��
�U colim

p2P
Fp.U /

�H �
D �H

n

�
colim
p2P

Fp

�
Â

For the isomorphisms À, Á and Â we use the fact that P contains a cofinal sequence.
Â follows from Facts 5.7(vii); À follows from the same fact applied to the functor
p 7! .�U Fp.U //

H , which also sends any p�q to a closed embedding by Facts 5.7(vi)
and (ix); finally Á follows from Facts 5.7(x). The case n< 0 is proved analogously.

Proof of Theorem 1.1(iii) We begin with a general observation. Let P be a poset
containing a cofinal sequence and F W P ! SpG a functor such that Fp ! Fq is a
levelwise closed embedding for all p� q in P . For any finite-dimensional G–represen-
tation V , the adjoint (4.20) of the spectrum-level structure map for colimP F factors as

colim
P

F colim
P

QV.F / QV.colim
P

F /;
colim z�V

z�V

Š

where the isomorphism on the right follows from Facts 5.7(vii). Therefore colimP F

is an orthogonal G-�–spectrum if and only if the map colim z�V is a level equivalence
for all V .

We now apply this to P D P.U/ and F DQ.�/.X/. So we need to show that the top
horizontal map in the following diagram is a level equivalence:

(8.6)

QU.X/Š colim
U2P.U/

QU.X/ colim
U2P.U/

QVQU.X/

colim
U2P.U/

QU˚0.X/ colim
U2P.U/

QU˚V.X/

colim
W 2P.U˚V /

QW .X/ŠQU˚V.X/

colim z�V

o o

Â

À Á
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The vertical maps in the square are induced from the isomorphisms in Lemma 7.11,
and the same lemma also implies that the square exists and commutes. The maps À

and Á are induced by the functors Ê and Ë:

U P.U/ U

U ˚ 0 P.U ˚V / U ˚V

Ê Ë

and the map Â is induced by the natural transformation U ˚0�U ˚V from Ê to Ë.

The functor Ë is cofinal, since for any W 2 P.U ˚V / the comma category W #Ë

has an initial object given by the image of W under pr1W U ˚V ! U . Therefore the
map Á is a G–isomorphism for all V .

Notice that the functor Ê is not cofinal: if V ¤ 0 then .0˚ V / # Ê D ∅. But we
argue that the composition from QU.X/ to QU˚V.X/ along the left side of (8.6) is
G–homotopic to an isomorphism, and so in particular it is a level equivalence. In fact,
this composition is induced by the G–equivariant isometry f W U ! U ˚V given by
the inclusion of the first summand. Since U ˚V is again a complete G–universe, the
result then follows from Corollary 8.2.

Notice that in the proofs of Theorem 1.1(ii) and (iii) we only use the assumption that
X is good to conclude that for all finite-dimensional G–representations U � V the
map �U�V W Q

U.X/! QV.X/ is a levelwise closed embedding. Since this is true
also for almost good spectra by Lemma 5.10(ii), our proofs yield the following slightly
stronger statement, which is needed in the proof of Key Lemma 14.3.

Addendum 8.7 Parts (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1 remain true if X is only assumed
to be almost good.

Proof of Theorem 1.1(iv) Let ˛W �!G be a group homomorphism. By Theorem 4.12
it is enough to show that there is a natural �–isomorphism between the underlying naive
orthogonal �–spectra of res˛ QU.X/ and Qres˛ U.X/. Let T be a finite-dimensional
inner product space, viewed as a trivial �–representation. Then

.res˛ QU.X//.T /D res˛ colim
U2P.U/

.QU.X/.T //D colim
U2P.U/

res˛.QU.X/.T //:

Moreover,

res˛.QU.X/.T //D res˛.�U X.U ˚T //Š�res˛ U res˛.X.U ˚T //;
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and by (6.11) we have that

res˛.X.U ˚T //Š .res˛ X/.res˛.U ˚T //

Š .res˛ X/..res˛ U /˚T /

D .shres˛ U .res˛ X//.T /;

where in the last two terms T is viewed as a trivial G–representation. Therefore
res˛.QU.X/.T // Š Qres˛ U.res˛ X/.T /. Since for any V 2 P.res˛ U/ there is a
U 2P.U/ such that V � res˛ U , the poset fres˛ U jU 2P.U/g is cofinal in P.res˛ U/,
and the result follows.

We close this section with another consequence of Theorem 1.1.

Corollary 8.8 If X is a good orthogonal G–spectrum and U is a complete G–universe,
then for all subgroups H of G and all integers n there are isomorphisms

�H
n .X/Š �1

n .res1 QU.X/H /:

Proof We have

�H
n .X/Š �H

n .QU.X//Š �1
n .res1 QU.X/H /I

the first isomorphism follows from Theorem 1.1(ii) and the second from Lemma 6.20(iii)
since QU.X/ is a G-�–spectrum by Theorem 1.1(iii).

9 Assembly and coassembly maps

In this section we prove the following consequence of Theorem 1.1.

Proposition 9.1 Let H be a subgroup of G , U a G–representation, X and Y orthog-
onal G– and H–spectra, respectively, and Z a pointed space. Then there are natural
G–maps

asblWZ ^QU.X/!QU.Z ^X/;

coasblWQU.coindH�G Y /! coindH�G QresH�G U.Y /;

called assembly and coassembly map. If X is good and Z is a pointed CW-complex,
then asbl is a ��–isomorphism. If Y is good, then coasbl is a ��–isomorphism.

We first explain the definition of the assembly and coassembly maps. It is based on the
following categorical observation, which allows us to treat the examples we need in a
unified way.
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Construction 9.2 Consider the following not-necessarily-commutative diagram of
categories and functors

C C0

D D0

E

aL aL0

F

R R0

where the vertical functors form two adjoint pairs. Then there are inverse bijections

(9.3) nat.ER;R0F / nat.L0E;FL/
ASBL

COASBL

between the indicated sets of natural transformations; pictorially:

 !

In the examples that we are interested in, there is a distinguished natural transformation
on one side of (9.3) and we then consider the corresponding natural transformation on
the other side, and we refer to it as the corresponding assembly or coassembly map.

In order to describe the bijection (9.3), let c and d be objects in C and D , respectively.
Given a natural transformation �d WER.d/!R0F.d/ we define ASBL.�/c WL0E.c/!
FL.c/ as the adjoint of the composition

E.c/
E�c
���!ERL.c/

�L.c/

���!R0FL.c/;

where the first map is induced by the unit � of the adjunction L aR and the second
one is induced by � . Coassembly is defined dually using the counit of the adjunction.
These constructions also work for topological categories and continuous functors. Here
are two examples.

Example 9.4 (assembly) Let � and G be groups and let F W Sp� ! SpG be a con-
tinuous functor. Given an orthogonal �–spectrum X , consider the following diagram:

T T

Sp� SpG

id

a�^X a�^F.X /

F

Sp�.X ;�/ Sp�.F.X /;�/

A continuous natural transformation Sp�.X ;�/! SpG.F.X/;F.�// is induced by
the functor F itself. The corresponding natural transformation on the other side of (9.3)
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evaluated at Z yields asblZ W Z ^F.X/!F.Z ^X/, a natural G–map of orthogonal
G–spectra. Pictorially:

F W Sp�.X ;�/! SpG.F.X/;F.�//  ! asblW �^F.X/! F.�^X/:

Notice that if � W F ! F 0 is a continuous natural transformation then the following
diagram commutes for any pointed space Z :

(9.5)
Z ^F.X/ F.Z ^X/

Z ^F 0.X/ F 0.Z ^X/

asbl

idZ ^ �X �Z^X

asbl0

Example 9.6 (coassembly) Let H be a subgroup of G and let U be a G–representa-
tion. Abbreviate res D resH�G and coind D coindH�G . Consider the following
diagram:

SpG SpG

SpH SpH

QU

ares ares

QresU

coind coind

By Theorem 1.1(iv), for every orthogonal G–spectrum X there is a natural H–
isomorphism res QU.X/ŠQresU.res X/. The corresponding natural transformation
on the other side of (9.3) evaluated at an orthogonal H–spectrum Y yields

coasblW QU.coind Y /! coind QresU.Y /:

Pictorially:

coasblW QU.coind.�//! coind QresU.�/  ! res QU.�/ŠQresU.res.�//:

Similarly, if W is a pointed G–space we can consider the functors W ^� and
.res W /^� instead of QU and QresU , respectively. Then we get

coasblW W ^ coind.�/! coind.res W ^�/  ! res.W ^�/Š res W ^ res.�/;

where the last isomorphism comes from Example 6.14.

Proof of Proposition 9.1 The assembly map comes from Example 9.4 applied to
the case � D G and F D QU.�/. Applying (9.5) to the natural transformation
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r W id!QU.�/ from Theorem 1.1, we get the following commutative triangle:

(9.7)
Z ^X

Z ^QU.X/ QU.Z ^X/

id^ rX rZ^X

asbl

If X is good then so is Z ^X by Lemma 5.10(v), and therefore the replacement
maps r are ��–isomorphisms by Theorem 1.1(ii). From Lemma 5.13(iii) it follows
that asbl is a ��–isomorphism if Z is a pointed CW-complex.

The coassembly map comes from Example 9.6. Analogously to (9.7), the following
triangle commutes:

coind Y

QU.coind Y / coind QresU.Y /

rcoind Y coind rY

coasbl

Now assume that Y is good. Then coind rY is a ��–isomorphism by Theorem 1.1(ii)
and Theorem 6.16(ii). Moreover, coind Y is almost good by Theorem 6.16(iv) and so
rcoind Y is a ��–isomorphism by Addendum 8.7. Therefore we conclude that coasbl is
a ��–isomorphism.

10 Replacements using incomplete universes

Let N be a normal subgroup of G . Recall from the introduction that F.N / is the
family of subgroups H of G such that H \N D 1. For any family F of subgroups
of G , we denote by EF a universal space for F , ie a G–CW-complex EF such that,
for any subgroup H of G , EFH is empty if H 62 F , and EFH is nonequivariantly
contractible if H 2 F . Notice that EF.G/DEG and that resN�G EF.N /DEN .

The following proposition says that after smashing with EF.N / the replacements with
respect to a complete G–universe or with respect to a smaller complete G=N –universe
are equivariantly homotopy equivalent. Notice that equivariant homotopy equivalence
is the strongest kind of equivalence we consider. It passes immediately to orbits and
fixed points. This is important in our proof of the Adams isomorphism. The proposition
plays a role analogous to the results summarized under the slogan “free spectra live
in the trivial universe” in the setup of [13, see in particular the last paragraph of
page 65]. We recall that all orthogonal spectra already live in the trivial universe;
compare Theorem 4.12.
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Proposition 10.1 Let N be a normal subgroup of G , let U be a complete G–universe,
and let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum. The inclusion �W UN ! U induces a G–map

(10.2) id^ ��W EF.N /C ^QUN

.X/!EF.N /C ^QU.X/

which is a natural G–homotopy equivalence, ie there is a G–map

�W EF.N /C ^QU.X/!EF.N /C ^QUN

.X/;

natural in X , such that both compositions are G–homotopic as maps of orthogonal
G–spectra to the respective identities.

The only choice involved in the construction of the homotopy inverse � is a map
cwW EF.N /! L.U ;UN / which is a G–weak equivalence. The existence of such a
map is assured by the following proposition.

Proposition 10.3 Let N be a normal subgroup of G , and let U be a complete G–
universe. Let X be a G–CW-approximation of L.U ;UN /, ie let X be a G–CW-
complex together with a G–weak equivalence cwW X ! L.U ;UN /. Then X is a
model for EF.N /.

This proposition is a consequence of the following two lemmas.

Lemma 10.4 [13, Lemma II.1.5, page 60] Let U be a G–representation and V
be a G–universe. Let H be a subgroup of G . If L.U;V/H ¤ ∅ then L.U;V/ is
H–equivariantly contractible, and hence L.U;V/H is contractible.

Lemma 10.5 [13, Lemma II.2.4(ii), page 63] Let U be a complete G–universe.
Let N be a normal subgroup of G . Then, for each subgroup H of G , L.U ;UN /H ¤∅
if and only if H 2 F.N /.

Remark 10.6 In fact, by [23, Theorem 4.9(iii), page 359] and [13, Remarks VI.2.19,
page 322], the space L.U ;UN / has the G–homotopy type of a G–CW-complex; see
also [13, Lemma II.2.11, page 66]. Therefore the map cw of Proposition 10.3 is even
a G–homotopy equivalence.

Proof of Proposition 10.1 We first explain how the homotopy inverse � is defined.
Notice that the map id^ �� in (10.2) factors as

(10.7)
EF.N /C ^QUN

.X/ EF.N /C ^L.UN ;U/C ^QUN

.X/

EF.N /C ^QU.X/

˛^ id

id^ ��
id^ˆUN ;U
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where ˛W EF.N /C!EF.N /C ^L.UN ;U/ is the composition

EF.N /C ŠEF.N /C ^f�gC ,�!EF.N /C ^L.UN ;U/C

and ˆUN ;U is the map from Corollary 1.2.

Now define a pointed G–map ˇW EF.N /C!EF.N /C ^L.U ;UN /C as

EF.N /C
.id;cw/C
�����! .EF.N /�L.U ;UN //C ŠEF.N /C ^L.U ;UN /C;

where cwW EF.N / ! L.U ;UN / is the G–CW-approximation that was chosen in
Proposition 10.3. Then � is defined as the composition

(10.8)

EF.N /C ^QU.X/ EF.N /C ^L.U ;UN /C ^QU.X/

EF.N /C ^QUN

.X/

ˇ^ id

�
id^ˆU;UN

in complete analogy with the factorization of id^ �� in (10.7).

We now show that the composition �ı.id^ ��/ is G–homotopic as a map of orthogonal
G–spectra to the identity. Consider the following diagram, in which we use the
abbreviation E DEF.N /:

EC^QUN

.X/

EC^L.UN ;U/C^QUN

.X/ EC^QU.X/

EC^L.U ;UN /C^L.UN ;U/C^QUN

.X/ EC^L.U ;UN /C^QU.X/

EC^L.UN ;UN /C^QUN

.X/ EC^QUN

.X/

EC^fidUN gC^QUN

.X/

˛^ id

id^ ��

ˇ^ id^ id

id^ˆ

ˇ^ id

�

id^ı^ id

id^ id^ˆ

id^ˆ

id^ˆ

A

id^ incl^ id

id^canonical isoŠ

B

The two inner diagrams with solid arrows labeled A and B commute because of
Corollary 1.2; compare (1.4) and (1.5). The other three remaining inner diagrams
commute by definition and direct inspection.
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By Lemma 10.4 the bottom left solid vertical map id^ incl^ id has a G–homotopy
inverse, indicated by the dashed arrow, and therefore the bottom triangle with the
dashed arrow commutes up to G–homotopy. Since the bottom diagonal map is an
isomorphism, the composition of it and all the downward left vertical maps is then
G–homotopic to a G–map of the form

 ^ idW EF.N /C ^QUN

.X/!EF.N /C ^QUN

.X/;

and therefore it is G–homotopic to the identity since this is the case for every self
G–map  of EF.N /.

The proof that the other composition .id^ ��/ ı � is also G–homotopic to the identity
is completely analogous: one considers the same diagram but with the roles of UN

and U , ˛ and ˇ , and id^ �� and � interchanged.

Remark 10.9 In the proofs of Proposition 13.10 and Key Lemma 14.3 we use that
the definition of � in (10.8) implies immediately the following equality:

ˆU;UN ı .cw^ id/D pr2 ı�W EF.N /C ^QU.X/!QUN

.X/:

11 Transfer maps

In this section we describe transfer maps in the category of equivariant orthogonal
spectra. The bifunctorial replacement construction from Section 8 is used in order
to ensure uniqueness of transfer maps up to homotopy. The geometric heart is the
Pontryagin–Thom construction, and the corresponding results in the stable homotopy
category are of course well-known; see for example [5, Section 7.6, pages 188–193]
and [13, Section II.5, pages 84–88]. On first reading the reader should probably focus
on the case where H is trivial and U is a complete universe, which is all that is needed
for the definition of the Adams map in Construction 13.7. The more general case is
needed for Key Lemma 14.3 in the proof of the Adams isomorphism; see Remark 14.7.

First some notation. A �-H–space is a space A equipped with a left �–action and a
right H–action such that the two actions commute, ie .a/hD  .ah/. For a pointed
�-H–space A and a pointed left .� �H /–space X we write

A^
H

X

for the left �–space obtained from A^X by identifying ah^x with a^ hx , and
equipped with the diagonal �–action. We use the same notation if X is a spectrum.
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Given a �-H–map pW A ! B of finite �-H–sets and an orthogonal .� � H /–
spectrum X one obtains a �–map of orthogonal �–spectra

p^ idW AC ^
H

X ! BC ^
H

X

which is clearly natural in X . In this section we construct and study a natural transfor-
mation

p!
W BC ^

H
X !QU�AC ^

H
X
�

in the opposite direction, which we call the transfer map associated with p , X and U .
The following condition relating p and U will ensure the existence of p! for all X .

Definition 11.1 (large enough universes) Given a �-H–map pW A! B between
finite �-H–sets we say that a (not-necessarily-complete) �–universe U is large enough
for p if there exists an injective �-H–equivariant map i W A! U �B such that

U �B

A B

pr2
i

p

commutes. Here we always equip U with the trivial right H–action.

Notice that U being large enough for p also imposes a condition on p . If there exists
a �–universe U that is large enough for p , then

(11.2) for all a 2A the restriction pjaH to the right H–orbit of a is injective.

A complete �–universe is large enough for all p satisfying (11.2): for i use the map
A!A=H �B defined by a 7! .aH;p.a// together with a �–equivariant embedding
of A=H into U .

Theorem 11.3 Suppose that pW A! B is a �-H–map of finite �-H–sets. Let U be
a �–universe that is large enough for p .

(i) Existence For every orthogonal .� � H /–spectrum X Construction 11.11
yields a �–map

p!
W BC ^

H
X !QU�AC ^

H
X
�

which is natural in X , ie p! is a natural transformation of functors from Sp��H

to Sp� .
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(ii) Uniqueness The natural transformation p! depends on the choice of a certain
embedding u (see (11.12)) and hence p! D p!

u . But for different choices u

and u0 there is a �–equivariant homotopy between p!
u and p!

u0 that is natural
in X .

(iii) Pullbacks Suppose

xA xB

A B

xp

a b

p

is a pullback diagram of �-H–sets. Then U is also large enough for xp , and for
suitable choices of p! and xp! the following diagram commutes:

xBC ^
H

X QU� xAC ^
H

X
�

BC ^
H

X QU�AC ^
H

X
�

xp!

b^ id QU.a^ id/

p!

(iv) Products Suppose that C is a third finite �-H–set and assume that the right
H–action on A and B is trivial. Then U is also large enough for p� idC , and
we can choose the transfer .p� idC /

! associated with

p� idC W A�C ! B �C and X

such that under the obvious isomorphisms it coincides with the transfer p!

associated with
pW A! B and CC ^

H
X :

(v) Change of universes If f W U ! V is a �–equivariant isometry between �–
universes, then for suitable choices of transfers the diagram

QU�AC ^
H

X
�

BC ^
H

X

QV�AC ^
H

X
�f�

p!

p!

commutes. Here f� comes from Theorem 1.1(i), and if U is complete then f�
is a �–homotopy equivalence by Corollary 8.2.
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(vi) Change of groups If ˛W � 0 ! � is a group homomorphism, then for a suit-
able choice of the transfer .res˛ p/! associated with the map of � 0-H–sets
res˛ pW res˛ A! res˛ B , the orthogonal .� 0 �H /–spectrum res˛ X , and the
� 0–universe res˛ U , the diagram

res˛ BC ^
H

res˛ X Qres˛ U�res˛ AC ^
H

res˛ X
�

res˛
�
BC ^

H
X
�

res˛ QU�AC ^
H

X
�

.res˛ p/!

res˛.p!/

Š Š

commutes. Both vertical maps are isomorphisms. The map on the left is the
isomorphism from Example 6.14, and the map on the right is induced from that
isomorphism composed with the natural isomorphism from Theorem 1.1(iv).

In the remainder of this section, we describe two important examples of Theorem 11.3,
then we explain the definition of the transfer map p! in Constructions 11.7 and 11.11,
collect some facts about these constructions, and finally we complete the proof of
Theorem 11.3. But first a remark about functoriality of transfers.

Remark 11.4 (functoriality in the stable homotopy category) If X is good then
in the stable homotopy category of �–spectra HoSp� the replacement maps r are
invertible by Theorem 1.1(ii). If we define p!! D r�1 ı p! , then using Facts 11.10
and 11.15 it is easy to check that .q ıp/!! D p!! ı q!! and id!!

D id in HoSp� .

The following two special cases of Theorem 11.3 are used later in the construction of
the Adams map and in the proof of the Adams isomorphism.

Example 11.5 If H D 1, U is a complete �–universe, A is a finite �–set, and
p D cW A ! pt is the projection to a point, then we obtain for every orthogonal
�–spectrum X a �–map

c!
W X !QU.AC ^X/:

If X is good, then so is AC ^X by Lemma 5.10(v), and after taking homotopy
groups of the underlying nonequivariant spectra the transfer map fits into the following
commutative diagram:

�1
�.X/ �1

�.Q
U.AC ^X//

L
A �

1
�.X/ �1

�.AC ^X/

�1
�.c

!/

diag

Š

Š �1
�.r/
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Here the left-hand vertical map is the inclusion of the diagonal, the right-hand vertical
isomorphism is induced by the replacement map from Theorem 1.1, and the bottom
isomorphism is induced by the (nonequivariant) inclusions of the wedge summands in
AC ^X Š

W
a2A X . The commutativity follows easily by inspecting the definition of

c! in Construction 11.11, and noticing that, with the notation from Construction 11.7,
for every a 2A the composition

SU collu
���! SU

^AC Š
_
a2A

SU
pra
���! SU

is nonequivariantly homotopic to the identity.

Example 11.6 Suppose that N is a normal subgroup of � D G , and denote by
pW G!G=N the projection to the quotient. For a subgroup H �G we consider p

as a map
pW G! p�G=N

of G-H–sets with respect to the actions given by left and right multiplication. If
H \N D 1, then the restriction of p to each right H–orbit is injective, and therefore
for any complete G–universe U and any orthogonal H–spectrum X we obtain a
transfer map

p!
W p�G=NC ^

H
X !QU.GC ^

H
X/:

We now explain the construction of the transfer map associated with a map of finite
�-H–sets pW A! B , an orthogonal .� �H /–spectrum X , and a �–universe U . Of
course the main ingredient is the Pontryagin–Thom collapse construction.

Construction 11.7 (Pontryagin–Thom collapse) Let U be a finite-dimensional �–
representation. Equip it with the trivial right H–action. Consider the trivial vector
bundles with fiber U over A and over B . Suppose that uW U �A! U � B is a
�-H–equivariant embedding between the total spaces such that the diagram

U �A U �B

A B

u

pr2 pr2

p

commutes. Then on the associated Thom spaces we get the usual collapse map

colluW SU
^BC! SU

^AC

which sends every point in the image of u in

U �B � Th.U �B! B/Š SU
^BC
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to its preimage and all other points to the basepoint.

We need the following facts about collapse maps.

Fact 11.8 (homotopy) A �-H–equivariant homotopy ut of embeddings leads to an
embedding U �A�I!U �B�I and hence to a pointed �-H–equivariant homotopy
between collu0

and collu1
.

Fact 11.9 (stabilization) Let V be another finite-dimensional �–representation that
contains U and let incl denote the inclusion U � V . If incl� uW V �A! V �B is
the embedding that via the obvious isomorphism .V �U /�U Š V corresponds to
idV�U �u, then incl� u is again an embedding and the associated collapse map

collincl� uW S
V
^BC! SV

^AC

corresponds under the obvious isomorphism SV�U ^SU Š SV to

idSV�U ^ colluW SV�U
^SU

^BC! SV�U
^SU

^AC:

Fact 11.10 (composition) If qW B!C is another �-H–map and vW U �B!U �C

is an equivariant embedding with pr2 ıv D q ı pr2 , then collvıu D collu ı collv .

Construction 11.11 (transfer) Suppose that the �–universe U is large enough for
pW A ! B in the sense of Definition 11.1. Since A is finite, there exists a finite-
dimensional �–subrepresentation U � U and a �-H–map j W A! U such that

.j ;p/W A! U �B; a 7! .j .a/;p.a//

is injective. For suitable � > 0 the �-H–map

(11.12) uD uj ;�W U �A! U �B; .x; a/ 7! .j .a/C � arctan.jxj/x=jxj;p.a//

is then an embedding, and so Construction 11.7 produces a collapse map

colluW SU
^BC! SU

^AC:

The transfer map p! D p!
u will depend on u and hence on the choice of U , j and � .

Now we apply the functor �^H X to collu and get a �–map

(11.13) SU
^
�
BC ^

H
X
�
Š .SU

^BC/^
H

X

collu^ id
�����! .SU

^AC/^
H

X Š SU
^
�
AC ^

H
X
�
;
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where for the isomorphisms in the source and target it is important that the right H–
action on SU is trivial. The desired transfer map p!

u is defined as the composition

BC ^
H

X

�U
�
SU
^
�
AC ^

H
X
��

�U shU
�
AC ^

H
X
�
DQU

�
AC ^

H
X
�

QU�AC ^
H

X
�

À gcollu^ id

Á

Â

where À is the adjoint of the map in (11.13), Á is induced by the natural transforma-
tion �U from SU ^� to shU .�/ in (4.19), and Â is the natural map induced by the
inclusion U � U . It is clear that p!

u is natural in X .

The following facts follow from Facts 11.8 and 11.9.

Fact 11.14 (homotopy) A �-H–equivariant homotopy ut of embeddings leads to a
�–homotopy between p!

u0
and p!

u1
that is natural in X .

Fact 11.15 (stabilization) If U � V � U are �–subrepresentations, then associated
with the embeddings u and incl� u from Fact 11.9 we have the following diagram:

QU
�
AC ^

H
X
�

BC ^
H

X QU�AC ^
H

X
�

QV
�
AC ^

H
X
�

�U�V

ÂÁı gcollu^id

Áı gcollincl� u^id Â

The triangle on the left commutes by inspection. The triangle on the right commutes
by functoriality of Q.�/.AC ^H X/. The two horizontal compositions are the transfer
maps associated with u and incl� u, respectively.

Proof of Theorem 11.3 (i) The existence of p! and its naturality in X is discussed
in Construction 11.11.

(ii) We use Facts 11.14 and 11.15 repeatedly. Consider uD uj ;� with j W A! U as
in (11.12). Clearly, shrinking � yields a homotopy through embeddings. So we assume
� sufficiently small for all constructions and fixed in the following. With the notation
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from Facts 11.9 and 11.15, there exists a homotopy between incl� uj ;� and uincl ıj ;�

and hence between the associated transfer maps. If u0 D uj 0;� is a second embedding
with j 0W A! U 0 we can hence always enlarge the representations and assume that j

and j 0 both map to V D U CU 0 . Now if U \U 0 D f0g the linear homotopy from j

to j 0 induces a homotopy between the associated transfer maps. If not, we can arrange
this: use that U is a universe in order to enlarge the representation further so that it
contains another copy of V orthogonal to the original one, and then homotope one of
the j into the new copy of V .

(iii) Consider uD uj ;� as in (11.12). With xj D j ı a also xuD uxj ;� is an embedding,
and the square

U � xA U � xB

U �A U �B

id�a

xu

id�b

u

commutes. Since by assumption xA is the pullback one checks that

.id�b/�1.im u/D im xu:

This is needed to verify that the associated square with the collapse maps (horizontal
arrows reversed) also commutes. Applying the remaining steps in Construction 11.11
clearly leads to the desired commutative diagram.

(iv) To construct .p� idC /
! use .a; c/ 7! j .a/ instead of j and hence u� idC instead

of u. Since collu�idC
corresponds to collu ^ idCC , the claim follows.

(v) Define f�u such that

U �A U �B

f .U /�A f .U /�B

f j�id Š

u

Š f j�id

f�u

commutes. This leads to the following commutative diagram:

QU
�
AC ^

H
X
�

QU�AC ^
H

X
�

BC ^
H

X

Qf .U /
�
AC ^

H
X
�

QV�AC ^
H

X
�

f j�

Â

f�

Áı gcollu^id

Áı gcollf�u^id

Â

(vi) To construct .res˛ p/! start with res˛ u instead of u and inspect the definitions.
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12 Wirthmüller isomorphism and transfer

This section is devoted to the following theorem, which says that under the Wirthmüller
isomorphisms from Theorem 6.16(i) the transfer map p! of Example 11.6 corresponds
to the usual functoriality of map.�;X/H .

Theorem 12.1 Let N be a normal subgroup of G and let pW G!G=N denote the
quotient map. Let H be a subgroup of G with H \N D 1, and consider H also as a
subgroup of G=N . Let U be a complete G–universe. Then the following diagram of
orthogonal G–spectra commutes up to a G–equivariant homotopy that is natural in X :

(12.2)

p�G=NC ^
H

X QU�GC ^
H

X
�

p�map.G=NC;X/H QU.map.GC;X/H /

p�map.G=NC;QresU.X//H map.GC;QresU.X//H

p!

p�W H�G=N QU.W H�G/

r� coasbl

p�

The map r� is induced by the replacement map from Theorem 1.1, the coassembly
map coasbl comes from Proposition 9.1, and the Wirthmüller maps W are defined
explicitly in the proof of Theorem 6.16(i). For the definition of the transfer map p! ,
consider U DRŒG=H �. Since H \N D 1, the G-H–equivariant map

uW U �G! U �G=N; .y;g/ 7! .gH C � arctan.jyj/y=jyj;gN /

is an embedding for sufficiently small � > 0. The associated collapse map from
Construction 11.7 can then be used to define p! D p!

u as in Construction 11.11.

The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 12.1 is the following lemma.

Lemma 12.3 For every pointed H–space X , the two ways through the following
diagram are G–equivariantly homotopic via a homotopy that is natural in X :

SU
^p�G=NC ^

H
X SU

^GC ^
H

X

SU
^map.p�G=NC;X /H SU

^map.GC;X /H

map.GC; resH�G SU
^X /H

collu^ id

id^W H�G=N id^W H�G

id^p�

coasbl
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Proof It suffices to show that the adjoints of the two maps under the adjunction
between resD resH�G and map.GC;�/H are H–homotopic. Hence we apply res
to the diagram and postcompose with the counit of the adjunction, which is given
by evaluation at the unit element and denoted ev1 . This leads to the left half of the
following diagram:

res
�
SU
^p�G=NC ^

H
X
�

res
�
SU
^GC ^

H
X
�

res SU
^HC ^

H
X

res.SU
^map.p�G=NC;X /H / res.SU

^map.GC;X /H / res SU
^map.HC;X /H

res map.GC; res SU
^X /H res SU

^X

À

collu^id

Ã id^W H�G=N

collut^id

id^W H�G

Á

id^prH^id

Â id^W H�H

Ä

id^p�

coasbl
Å

id^i�
H

id^ev1

ev1

The map Å is induced from the H–equivariant inclusion iH W HC ! GC , and the
map Á from the projection pH W GC!HC that leaves H fixed and sends G�H to the
base point. Both squares on the right commute. Let u0 and u1 be the H -H–equivariant
embeddings res U �H ! res U � res p�G=N given by

u0.y; h/D .eH C � arctan.jyj/y=jyj; hN / and u1.y; h/D .y; hN /:

A computation shows that for the associated collapse maps we have

Á ıÀD collu0
^ id and Å ıÄ ıÃDÂ ı .collu1

^ id/:

Clearly there exists an H -H–equivariant homotopy through embeddings between u0

and u1 . With Fact 11.8 the claim follows.

The rest of the proof of Theorem 12.1 is now formal. Since we managed twice to
produce a proof of this using a nonexistent arrow, we give the argument.

Proof of Theorem 12.1 Consider the diagram (|) on page 1549, whose boundary
is (12.2). The unlabeled parts commute by naturality or definition. Diagram A

commutes by inspection, B by definition of r , and C by naturality of coassembly,
compare Section 9. The statement of Lemma 12.3 remains true for orthogonal spectra X

in place of X ; compare Remark 6.12. Therefore the two ways through diagram L

composed with À are naturally homotopic. From these facts it follows that the two
ways along the boundary of the diagram are naturally homotopic.
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(|)

G
=
N
C
^ H

X
�

U
†

U
� G
=
N
C
^ H

X
�

�
U
†

U
� G
C
^ H

X
�

Q
U
� G
C
^ H

X
�

L

m
ap
.G
=
N
C
;X
/H

�
U
†

U
� m

ap
.G
=
N
C
;X
/H
�

�
U
†

U
� m

ap
.G
C
;X
/H
�

Q
U
� m

ap
.G
C
;X
/H
�

�
U
� m

ap
.G
C
;†

re
sU

X
/H
�

A
C

m
ap
.G
C
;X
/H

m
ap
.G
C
;�

re
sU
†

re
sU

X
/H

m
ap
� G
=
N
C
;Q

re
sU
.X
/� H

m
ap
� G
C
;Q

re
sU
.X
/� H

W

p
!

�
U
†

U
W

�
U
†

U
W

Q
U
.W

/

m
ap
.G
=
N
C
;r
/H

p
�

À

co
as

bl

m
ap
.G
C
;r
/H

B

p
�
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13 Construction of the Adams map

In this section we define the Adams map of Main Theorem 1.7 and show that it satisfies
the naturality condition (i) in that theorem. Given a normal subgroup N of G , an
orthogonal G–spectrum X , and a complete G–universe U , we want to define an
equivariant map of orthogonal G=N –spectra

(13.1) AW EF.N /C ^
N

X !QU.X/N

and show that A is natural in X , ie A is a natural transformation of functors SpG
!

SpG=N . The construction of A uses the semidirect product N Ì G and the follow-
ing blueprint.

Construction 13.2 (blueprint) The conjugation action of G on N gives rise to the
semidirect product N Ì G , the group with underlying set N �G and multiplication
.n;g/.xn; xg/ D .ngxng�1;gxg/: Define group homomorphisms q; �W N Ì G ! G by
q.n;g/D g and �.n;g/D ng , and notice that the following square is a pullback:

(13.3)
N Ì G G

G G=N

�

q

p

p

Define xN to be the set N equipped with the N ÌG–action given by .n;g/xnDngxng�1 .
Then, for every G–spectrum X , the action map NC ^X !X yields an .N Ì G/–
equivariant map

(13.4) actW xNC ^ q�X ! ��X :

This is obviously true for spaces and so also for naive orthogonal spectra, and therefore
it remains true for nonnaive orthogonal spectra; compare Remark 6.12.

Observe that q induces an isomorphism .N Ì G/=.N Ì 1/ŠG , and therefore for any
orthogonal .N ÌG/–spectrum Z we can consider ZN Ì1 as an orthogonal G–spectrum.
There are natural isomorphisms of orthogonal G=N –spectra

(13.5) ..q�X/N Ì1/=N ŠX=N and ..��X/N Ì1/=N ŠXN :

So, in order to define a G=N –map of orthogonal G=N –spectra

f W X=N ! Y N ;

where X and Y are orthogonal G–spectra, it is enough to construct an .N Ì G/–map

zf W q�X ! ��Y ;
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and then let

f D . zf N Ì1/=N W X=N Š ..q�X/N Ì1/=N ! ..��X/N Ì1/=N ŠXN :

Then by definition the following diagram commutes:

(13.6)
X Y

X=N Y N

zf

f

Notice that in the special case N DG Construction 13.2 simplifies; see the beginning
of Section 15.

Construction 13.7 (Adams map) Using Construction 13.2, in order to define the
Adams map A in (13.1) it is enough to construct an equivariant map of orthogonal
.N Ì G/–spectra

(13.8) zAW q�.EF.N /C ^X/! ��QU.X/;

which we call the pre-Adams map. Then we define A by taking the .N Ì 1/–fixed
points followed by the N –orbits of zA, ie

AD . zAN Ì1/=N:

Choose a complete .N Ì G/–universe V . Then define the pre-Adams map zA in (13.8)
as the composition

q�.EF.N /C ^X/

q�EF.N /C ^ q�X

q�EF.N /C ^QV. xNC ^ q�X/

q�EF.N /C ^QV.��X/

L.V; ��U/C ^QV.��X/

Q��U.��X/

��QU.X/

À Š

Á id^ c!

Â id^QV.act/

Ã d ^ id

Ä ˆ

Å Š
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of the maps À through Å explained below:

À is the natural .N Ì G/–isomorphism from Example 6.14.

Á is induced by the transfer map c!W q�X ! QV. xNC ^ q�X/ from Theorem 11.3
associated with the projection cW xN ! pt, a map of .N ÌG/-1–sets; see Example 11.5.

Â is induced by applying the functor QV.�/ to the .N Ì G/–equivariant map act
in (13.4).

Ã is induced by the map d W q�EF.N /! L.V; ��U/ defined as follows. First of
all, q�EF.N / D q�EGF.N / D EN ÌGq�F.N /, where H 2 q�F.N / if and only
if q.H / 2 F.N /. By inspecting the definitions we see that q�F.N / � F.ker�/.
Therefore there is an .N Ì G/–map

(13.9) j W q�EGF.N /!EN ÌGF.ker�/;

unique up to .N Ì G/–homotopy. By Proposition 10.3 there is an .N Ì G/–weak
equivalence

cwW EN ÌGF.ker�/! L.V;Vker�/:

Since Vker� is a complete G–universe, we can choose an .N Ì G/–isomorphism
kW Vker� Š

�! ��U , and k then induces an .N Ì G/–isomorphism

k�W L.V;Vker�/
Š
�! L.V; ��U/:

The map d is defined as the composition k� ı cw ıj of these three maps.

Ä is the map ˆV;��U expressing the functoriality of Q.�/.��X/ from Corollary 1.2.

Å is the inverse of the .N Ì G/–isomorphism from Theorem 1.1(iv).

This completes the definition of the pre-Adams map zA in (13.8) and hence of the
Adams map (13.1).

The definition depends on the choice of V , on the choice of a transfer map in step Á,
and on the choices of j , cw, and k in step Ã. Using the uniqueness of complete
universes together with Theorem 11.3(ii) and (v), the uniqueness up to homotopy of
universal spaces and CW-approximations, and Lemma 10.4, we can easily see that
different choices yield equivariantly homotopic maps.

By inspecting the definition, we see that zA and hence A are natural in X . This proves
part (i) of Main Theorem 1.7.

We conclude this section with the following result, which describes the effect of the
pre-Adams map on the homotopy groups of the underlying nonequivariant spectra.
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Proposition 13.10 For every good orthogonal G–spectrum X , the diagram

�1
�.EF.N /C ^X/ �1

�.X/

�1
�.Q

U.X// �1
�.X/

�1
�.
zA/

Š

�1
�.pr2/

`Pn

Š

�1
�.r/

commutes, where the right-hand vertical homomorphism is left multiplication withP
n2N n 2 ZŒN �� ZŒG�, the norm element of N .

Proof Consider the following diagram:

�1
�.EF.N /C ^X/ �1

�.X/
M
N

�1
�.X/

�1
�.EF.N /C ^QV. xNC ^ q�X// �1

�.Q
V. xNC ^ q�X// �1

�.
xNC ^X/

�1
�.EF.N /C ^QV.��X// �1

�.Q
V.��X// �1

�.X/

�1
�.Q

U.X// �1
�.Q

U.X// �1
�.X/

�1
�.id^ c!/

�1
�.pr2/

Š

�1
�.c

!/

diag

Š

�1
�.id^Q.act//

�1
�.pr2/

Š

�1
�.Q.act// �1

�.act/

�1
�.r/

Š

�1
�.ˆı.d ^ id//

�1
�.pr2/

Š

�1
�.r/

Š

�1
�.��ık

�1
� / Š

�1
�.r/

Š

The leftmost vertical composition is by definition �1
�.
zA/, and the composition �1

�.act/ı
diag is left multiplication by

P
n2N n. As explained in Example 11.5, the square in the

top right corner commutes. The square in the bottom left corner also commutes. To see
this, recall that d D k�ıcw ıj , and let � denote the inclusion Vker�� V . By naturality
it suffices to show ��ıˆı.cw^ id/' pr2 . This holds because Proposition 10.1 implies
that �� ı pr2 ı� ' pr2 , and by Remark 10.9 we have that ˆ ı .cw^ id/D pr2 ı� . All
other diagrams commute by naturality.

14 Proof of the Adams isomorphism

This section is devoted to the proof of part (ii) of Main Theorem 1.7. We start with an
easy observation.

Lemma 14.1 The following two statements are equivalent:
(i) For all good and N –free orthogonal G–spectra X , AX is a ��–isomorphism;

(ii) For all good orthogonal G–spectra X , AEF.N /C^X is a ��–isomorphism.
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Proof Let X be an orthogonal G–spectrum. By Lemma 5.10(v), if X is good then
so is also EF.N /C ^X .

Consider the projection on the second factor pr2W EF.N /C ^X !X . Since

(14.2) id^ pr2 D pr1 ^ idW EF.N /C ^EF.N /C ^X !EF.N /C ^X ;

and pr1W EF.N /C ^EF.N /C ! EF.N /C is a G–homotopy equivalence, it fol-
lows that the map in (14.2) is a G–homotopy equivalence and so in particular a
��–isomorphism of orthogonal G–spectra. Thus EF.N /C ^X is N –free, and (i) im-
plies (ii).

Conversely, consider the commutative square

.EF.N /C ^EF.N /C ^X/=N QU.EF.N /C ^X/N

.EF.N /C ^X/=N QU.X/N

AEF.N /C^X

.id^ pr2/=N QU.pr2/
N

AX

induced by pr2 via the naturality of the Adams map. As observed above, id^ pr2 is a
G–homotopy equivalence of orthogonal G–spectra, and therefore .id^ pr2/=N is a
G=N –homotopy equivalence and so a ��–isomorphism of orthogonal G=N –spectra.

Now assume that X is N –free, ie assume that pr2 is a ��–isomorphism. If X is
good, then so is EF.N /C ^X by Lemma 5.10(v), and hence by Theorem 1.1(ii)
and (iii) it follows that QU.pr2/ is a ��–isomorphism of G-�–spectra. Then with
Lemma 6.20(iii) we conclude that QU.pr2/

N is a ��–isomorphism.

Given a good orthogonal G–spectrum X , in order to show that AEF.N /C^X is a
��–isomorphism we proceed by induction on the cellular filtration of EF.N /. All
the G–cells of EF.N / have the form Dn�G=H with H �G such that H \N D 1.
The base case of the induction is established in the next key lemma. This is by far the
hardest step in the proof. In the special case when N DG the base case simplifies, as
we explain in the next section; see Lemma 15.1.

Key Lemma 14.3 Let H �G be such that H \N D 1. Let X be a good orthogonal
G–spectrum. Then the Adams map

AG=HC^X W EF.N /C ^
N
.G=HC ^X/!QU.G=HC ^X/N

is a ��–isomorphism.
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Proof We use the G–equivariant isomorphism

(14.4) G=HC ^X ŠGC ^
H

resH�G X

from Example 6.13. By Theorem 6.16(iii), resH�G X is good if and only if X is
good. Therefore we need to show that AGC^H X is a ��–isomorphism for every good
orthogonal H–spectrum X of the form X D resH�G Y .

Consider the following diagram:

(14.5)

q�
�
EF.N /C ^GC ^

H
X
�

q�EF.N /C ^ q�GC ^
H

X q�GC ^
H

X

q�EF.N /C ^QV. xNC ^ q�GC ^
H

X/ Q��U. xNC ^ q�GC ^
H

X/

q�EF.N /C ^QV.��GC ^
H

X/ Q��U.��GC ^
H

X/

��QU.GC ^
H

X/

À
pr2

Á id^ c!
A

q!

ˆı.d ^ id/

Â id^QV.act/
B

Q��U.act/

Ä ıÃ

ˆı.d ^ id/

Å

The composition of the maps labeled À through Å is by definition the pre-Adams
map zAGC^H X from Construction 13.7. The square labeled B commutes by naturality.
We now explain the square A and show that it commutes up to .N Ì G/–homotopy.
This is a delicate step in the proof, based on the results from Sections 10 and 11.
The main point about A is that for induced spectra GC ^H X the Adams map can
be described using the transfer q! associated with the smaller universe ��U , as we
proceed to explain.

Consider xN as a .N Ì G/-H–set with trivial right H–action, and X as an orthogonal
.N ÌG/�H–spectrum with trivial .N ÌG/–action. Then by Theorem 11.3(iv) and (ii)
the transfer c! associated with

cW xN ! pt and q�GC ^
H

X

is .N Ì G/–homotopic to the transfer q! associated with

qW xN � q�G! q�G and X ;
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where q is the projection onto the second factor. In symbols,

(14.6) c!
' q!
W q�GC ^

H
X !QV. xNC ^ q�GC ^

H
X/:

Recall from step Ã in Construction 13.7 that k denotes the choice of an .N Ì G/–
equivariant isometric isomorphism kW Vker� Š

�! ��U , and let � denote the inclusion
Vker� � V .

Notice that the universes ��U and Vker� are large enough for q in the sense of
Definition 11.1, because

xN � q�G! ��G=H � q�G; .xn;g/ 7! .ngH;g/

is .N ÌG/-H–equivariant and injective since H \N D 1 by assumption, and because
the complete G–universe U certainly contains RŒG=H �. Hence q! can also be defined
using the universes ��U or Vker� .

Remark 14.7 Notice that, unless N D 1, the transfer c! cannot be defined with the
universe ��U , because ��U is not large enough for c in the sense of Definition 11.1.

We proceed with the proof of Key Lemma 14.3. For simplicity we introduce the
abbreviations

Y D q�GC ^
H

X and Z D xNC ^ q�GC ^
H

X D xNC ^Y :

By Theorem 11.3(v) and (ii) the following diagram commutes up to .N ÌG/–homotopy:

(14.8)

Y

QV.Z / QVker�
.Z / Q��U.Z /

q! q! q!

��

Š

k�

Consider the following diagram, whose top left triangle is obtained by smashing the
left half of (14.8) with q�EGF.N /C :
(14.9)

q�EGF.N /C ^Y Y

q�EGF.N /C ^QV.Z / q�EGF.N /C ^QVker�
.Z / Q��U.Z /

EN ÌGF.ker�/C ^QV.Z / EN ÌGF.ker�/C ^QVker�
.Z / Q��U.Z /

id^q!

pr2

id^q!

q!

j ^ id C

id^ �� k�ıpr2

j ^ id

�

id^ ��

k�ıpr2
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The upper half of this diagram commutes up to .N Ì G/–homotopy, because the
same is true for (14.8). The lower right square also commutes. In C the map j

was introduced in (13.9), and the map � is the .N Ì G/–homotopy inverse of id^ ��
from Proposition 10.1. Since C obviously commutes when going from right to left, it
follows that the entire diagram (14.9) commutes up to .N Ì G/–homotopy.

We claim that each of the two ways along the boundary of diagram (14.9) is homotopic
to the corresponding way along the boundary of A in (14.5), and so also A commutes
up to .N Ì G/–homotopy. For the composition going through the upper right corner
there is nothing to prove. For the one going through the lower left corner we use that
id^ q! ' id^ c! , as observed in (14.6), and that k� ı pr2 ı� ı .j ^ id/Dˆ ı .d ^ id/;
the last equality follows from Remark 10.9, the definition of d D k ı cw ıj in step Ã

of Construction 13.7, and the naturality of ˆ.

Since we have now established that (14.5) commutes up to .N Ì G/–homotopy, in
order to finish the proof it is enough to show that the composition

Å ıQ��U.act/ ı q!
ı pr2 ıÀ

in diagram (14.5) induces a ��–isomorphism after taking .N Ì 1/–fixed points and
then N –orbits.

It is clear that

..pr2 ıÀ/N Ì1/=N D pr2 =N W
�
EF.N /C ^GC ^

H
X
�
=N !

�
GC ^

H
X
�
=N I

compare (13.5). This map is a G=N –homotopy equivalence and hence a ��–isomor-
phism because of (14.4) and the fact that pr2W EF.N /C ^G=HC! G=HC is a G–
equivariant homotopy equivalence.

It remains to analyze Å ıQ��U.act/ ı q! . To this end we consider the pullback square
of .N Ì G/-H–sets

xN � q�G q�G

��G ��p�G=N D q�p�G=N

act

q

q�p

��p

coming from the pullback square of groups (13.3). Then by Theorem 11.3(iii) and (ii)
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the diagram

q�GC ^
H

X Q��U� xNC ^ q�GC ^
H

X
�

��p�G=NC ^
H

X Q��U���GC ^
H

X
�

q!

q�p^ id Q��U.act/

.��p/!

commutes up to .N Ì G/–homotopy, and so Q��U.act/ ı q! ' .��p/! ı .q�p^ id/.
Using (13.5) we see that

..q�p^ id/N Ì1/=N D idW G=NC ^
H

X !G=NC ^
H

X :

Finally, by Theorem 11.3(vi) and (ii), the composition Åı.��p/! is .N ÌG/–homotopic
to ��.p!/, where

p!
W p�G=NC ^

H
X !QU�GC ^

H
X
�

is the transfer map associated with the projection pW G! p�G=N , a map of G-H–
sets; see Example 11.6. By (13.5), the proof will be complete once we show that .p!/N

is a ��–isomorphism.

By Theorem 12.1 the following diagram commutes:

(14.10)

p�G=NC ^
H

X QU�GC ^
H

X
�

p�map.G=NC;X/H QU.map.GC;X/H /

p�map.G=NC;QresU.X//H map.GC;QresU.X//H

p!

p�W H�G=N QU.W H�G/

r� coasbl

p�

On the three terms on the left of this diagram N acts trivially, and therefore taking
N –fixed points yields

G=NC ^
H

X
W H�G=N

�������!map.G=NC;X/H
r�
��!map.G=NC;QresU.X//H :

By the Wirthmüller isomorphism, Theorem 6.16(i), W H�G=N is a ��–isomorphism.
Since X is good, Theorem 1.1(ii) implies that r W X!QresU.X/ is a ��–isomorphism,
and so r� above is also a ��–isomorphism by Theorem 6.16(ii).
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Now consider the right-hand side of (14.10). By Theorem 6.16(i) and (iv), the Wirth-
müller map W H�G is a ��–isomorphism, GC ^H X is good and map.GC;X/H

is almost good. Therefore Theorem 1.1(ii) and (iii) and Addendum 8.7 imply that
QU.W H�G/ is a ��–isomorphism of orthogonal G-�–spectra, and therefore also
QU.W H�G/N is a ��–isomorphism by Lemma 6.20(iii). By Proposition 9.1, coasbl
is a ��–isomorphism. Since we are assuming that X D resH�G Y , Theorem 1.1(iv)
and Example 6.13 give isomorphisms

map.GC;QresU.X//H Šmap.GC; res QU.Y //H Šmap.HnGC;QU.Y //;

and the latter spectrum is a G-�–spectrum by Lemma 5.12(v) and Theorem 1.1(iii).
Then it follows from Lemma 6.20(iii) that also coasblN is a ��–isomorphism.

Finally, since �
map.GC;QresU.X//H

�N
Šmap.G=NC;QresU.X//H ;

we see that after taking N –fixed points the bottom horizontal map in (14.10) is just
the identity of map.G=NC;QresU.X//H . Therefore also .p!/N is a ��–isomorphism,
and the result is proved.

Lemma 14.11 For each good orthogonal G–spectrum X and each integer n� 0 there
is a commutative diagram

(14.12)

Sn
^
�
EF.N /C ^

N
X
�

Sn
^QU.X/N

EF.N /C ^
N
.Sn
^X/ QU.Sn

^X/N

id^AX

ASn^X

whose vertical maps are ��–isomorphisms. Therefore AX is a ��–isomorphism if
and only if ASn^X is one.

Proof Since the pre-Adams map is a natural transformation, by (9.5) there is a
commutative diagram

Sn
^ q�.EF.N /C ^X/ Sn

^��QU.X/

q�.EF.N /C ^.S
n
^X// ��QU.Sn

^X/

id^ zAX

asbl0 asbl

zASn^X

where the vertical maps are the assembly maps of Example 9.4.
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By inspection, the left-hand assembly map asbl0 is the evident .N Ì G/–isomorphism.
Since all groups act trivially on Sn , after taking .N Ì 1/–fixed points and then N –
orbits the map asbl0 induces the left-hand vertical map in (14.12), which is thus a
G=N –isomorphism.

Similarly, after fixed points and orbits the map asbl induces the right-hand vertical
map in (14.12). Since X is good, asbl is a ��–isomorphism by Proposition 9.1.
Using Lemma 6.20 and the fact that �K

� .S
n ^Y /Š �K

��n.Y /, it follows that also the
right-hand vertical map in (14.12) is a ��–isomorphism.

By combining the previous lemma with Key Lemma 14.3 we obtain the following
result.

Corollary 14.13 Let H �G be such that H \N D 1. Let X be a good orthogonal
G–spectrum. Then for every n� 0 the Adams map

ASn^G=HC^X W EF.N /C ^
N
.Sn
^G=HC ^X/!QU.Sn

^G=HC ^X/N

is a ��–isomorphism.

To finish the proof that AEF.N /C^X is a ��–isomorphism by induction on the cellular
filtration of EF.N /, we consider the Adams map

AZ ^X W EF.N /C ^
N
.Z ^X/!QU.Z ^X/N

for any pointed G–space Z .

Lemma 14.14 For every subgroup K of G containing N and every good orthogonal
G–spectrum X , the functors

Z 7! �
K=N
�

�
EF.N /C ^

N
.Z ^X/

�
;

Z 7! �
K=N
� .QU.Z ^X/N /

send equivariant cofiber sequences of pointed G–spaces to long exact sequences of
abelian groups.

Proof By Lemma 5.10(v), Lemma 6.20(ii), and Theorem 1.1(ii), we have that

�
K=N
� .QU.Z ^X/N /Š �K

� .Z ^X/:

The lemma below implies that the functor Z 7! Z ^X sends equivariant cofiber
sequences of pointed G–spaces to levelwise cofiber sequences of orthogonal G–spectra,
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and that Z 7! .EF.N /C ^Z ^X/=N sends equivariant cofiber sequences of pointed
G–spaces to levelwise cofiber sequences of orthogonal G=N –spectra. Since equivariant
homotopy groups send levelwise cofiber sequences of orthogonal spectra to long exact
sequences of abelian groups [17, Theorem III.3.5.(vi), page 46], the statement follows.

Lemma 14.15 (i) For each pointed G–space X the functor Z 7!Z ^X preserves
equivariant cofiber sequences of pointed G–spaces.

(ii) The N –orbits functor Z 7!Z=N sends equivariant cofiber sequences of pointed
G–spaces to equivariant cofiber sequences of pointed G=N –spaces.

Proof Both functors preserve all colimits since they are left adjoints, so in particular
they preserve quotients. Hence we only need to show that they preserve cofibrations.
For the first functor, recall that a map i W Z ! Z0 is a cofibration if and only if
the natural map M.i/ ! Z0 ^ IC from the pointed mapping cylinder of i has a
retraction r ; see eg [19, last line of page 56] and [7, Proposition 5.1.2, page 103]. Since
M.i ^ id/ŠM.i/^X , r ^ idX is the desired retraction. For the second functor just
inspect the definition directly.

The next lemma says that both the source and the target of the Adams map are compatible
with arbitrary coproducts.

Lemma 14.16 Let fXj gj2J be an arbitrary family of good orthogonal G–spectra.
Then the natural mapW

j2J
�
EF.N /C ^

N
Xj

�
!EF.N /C ^

N

�W
j2J Xj

�
is an isomorphism, and the natural mapW

j2J QU.Xj /
N
!QU�W

j2J Xj

�N
is a ��–isomorphism of orthogonal G=N –spectra.

Proof The first statement follows from the fact that orbits commute with coproducts,
and smash products distribute over coproducts. The second statement follows by
combining Lemma 6.20(ii) and Theorem 1.1 with the fact that homotopy groups
commute with coproducts [17, Theorem III.3.5.(ii), page 46].

Using Corollary 14.13, Lemma 14.14 and Lemma 14.16, we conclude by cellular
induction that the Adams map AEF.N /C^X is a ��–isomorphism for every good
orthogonal G–spectrum X . By Lemma 14.1 this completes the proof of Main Theorem
1.7(ii).
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15 An easier proof in the special case N D G

In this section we explain some simplifications that occur in the proof of the Adams
isomorphism in the special case when N DG . Notice that then F.G/ reduces to the
trivial family, and therefore EF.G/DEG . The Adams map becomes

AW EGC ^
G

X !QU.X/G :

In the construction of the Adams map in Section 13 there is no need to consider the
semidirect product G Ì G . In the blueprint in Construction 13.2 we can instead work
with the direct product G � G . In fact, the map  W G � G ! G Ì G defined by
 .h;g/D .hg�1;g/ is a group isomorphism, and the diagram

G

G �G G Ì G

G

 

Š

pr1

pr2

�

q

commutes. Under this isomorphism xG is the set G equipped with the G �G–action
given by .h;g/xg D hxgg�1 , and the pullback diagram (13.3) is replaced by:

G �G G

G 1

pr1

pr2

So the pre-Adams map from Construction 13.7 can be thought of as a .G�G/–map of
orthogonal .G �G/–spectra

zAW pr�2.EGC ^X/! pr�1 QU.X/:

The structure of the inductive proof of the Adams isomorphism in Section 14 remains
unchanged. However, the base case of the induction becomes much easier when N DG .
Key Lemma 14.3 becomes Lemma 15.1 below, whose proof is inspired by [8, proof of
Proposition 6.3.2.5, pages 251–252].

Lemma 15.1 Let X be a good orthogonal G–spectrum. Then the Adams map

AGC^X W EGC ^
G
.GC ^X/!QU.GC ^X/G

is a ��–isomorphism of orthogonal spectra.
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Proof As in the beginning of the proof of Key Lemma 14.3, we use the G–equivariant
isomorphism

GC ^X ŠGC ^ res1�G X

from Example 6.13, and we can assume that X is an orthogonal 1–spectrum of the
form X D res1�G Y .

But now we consider the following diagram:
(15.2)

ZŒG�˝
Z
�1
�.X/ ZŒG�˝

Z
�1
�.X/

�1
�.GC ^X/ �1

�.GC ^X/

�1
�.EGC ^GC ^X/ �1

�.Q
U.GC ^X//

�1
�..EGC ^GC ^X/=G/ �1

�.Q
U.GC ^X/G/

Z˝
Z
�1
�.X/ Z˝

Z
�1
�.X/

`Pg˝ id

"˝ id

`Pg

Š

A Š r�

Š

zA�

Špr2�

B

D

A�

Š C Š

id

P
g˝ id

The outer rectangle and the two unlabeled inner diagrams evidently commute. The
diagram labeled A commutes by Proposition 13.10, and B commutes by construction;
see (13.6). So if D commutes, then also C does, because � is surjective, and therefore
A is a ��–isomorphism.

In order to explain the maps in D and show that D commutes, consider the following
diagram, where the map À is the evident isomorphism and the three other vertical
maps are given by inclusion of fixed points:

res QU.GC ^X/ res QU.map.GC;X// res map.GC;QresU.X//

QU.GC ^X/G QU.map.GC;X//G map.GC;QresU.X//G

QresU.X/

QU.W / coasbl

QU.W /G coasblG
Á

ÀŠ

The Wirthmüller map W D W 1�G is a ��–isomorphism by Theorem 6.16(i). By
Theorem 6.16(iv), GC ^X is good and map.GC;X/ is almost good. Therefore
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Theorem 1.1(ii) and (iii) and Addendum 8.7 imply that QU.W / is a ��–isomorphism
of orthogonal G-�–spectra, and so Lemma 6.20(iii) implies that also QU.W /G is a
��–isomorphism. By Proposition 9.1, coasbl is a ��–isomorphism. Since we are
assuming that X D res1�G Y , Theorem 1.1(iv) and Example 6.13 give isomorphisms

map.GC;QresU.X//Šmap.GC; res QU.Y //Šmap.GC;QU.Y //;

and the latter spectrum is a G-�–spectrum by Lemma 5.12(v) and Theorem 1.1(iii).
Then it follows from Lemma 6.20(iii) that also coasblG is a ��–isomorphism.

Using the fact that homotopy groups commute with finite products, one checks that the
composition Á ıÀ induces the right vertical map in (15.2).
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